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Prion diseases are fatal, transmissible and incurable neurodegenerative diseases that only infect 

mammals. While the manifestation of prion disease is not completely understood, it is known 

that the prion protein (PrP) plays a critical role in prion disease development. The PrP can exist 

in two different isoforms: PrPC is the native cellular form which is innocuous, while PrPSc is the 

pathogenic form. PrPSc is aggregation-prone thus forming soluble oligomers which are toxic and 

infectious. Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have investigated misfolding pathways for 

human PrP pathogenic mutants and bovine PrP at acidic pH. In order to better understand the 

molecular dynamics of the PrPC at a physiological environment, we have also performed 

simulations of the human PrPC attached with glycans in a membrane environment, revealing 

protective mechanisms against misfolding. Using recent experimental data on PrPSc soluble 

oligomers, we have validated our current structural model for PrPSc oligomers and finally, 



combining our findings from both bovine PrPSc and human PrPC, we have constructed a system 

to model the PrPSc-induced misfolding for the human PrPC in a physiological environment. Our 

research sheds light on the PrP misfolding mechanism at the atomic level, potentially advancing 

future therapeutic and diagnostic development on prion diseases. 
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Chapter 1 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

1.1 Prion Diseases 

 Prion diseases are fatal, transmissible and incurable neurodegenerative diseases that 

infect mammals (1, 2). Transmission of prion disease among mammals can occur via ingestion of 

prion-infected tissues of deceased mammals. For example, humans have acquired variant 

Creutzfedlt-Jacob Disease (vCJD) by consuming prion-contaminated beef products (3, 4). 

However, some prion diseases, such as chronic wasting disease (CWD) and scrapie, can be 

transmitted to other mammals via their prion-contaminated saliva, urine, and feces (5–8). CWD 

in the US spread from 6 states in 2002 to 16 states in 2013 (9, 10). Given that CWD can transmit 

to a range of mammals (10–12), including some primates (13), the increasing spread of CWD 

has raised concerns about food safety in elk meat products and prion-contamination in the 

wildlife (14). In addition, the lack of effective prion diagnostics and therapeutics has made prion 

disease even more threatening to public health. Furthermore, prion diseases among livestock, 

especially cattles, significantly impacts the economy of the society: in 2003, a single case of 

bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in Washington resulted in an estimated annual loss of 

$7 billion to $10 billion due to suspended beef exports to overseas markets (15). While the 

manifestation of prion disease is not completely understood, it is known that the prion protein 

(PrP) plays a necessary role in prion disease development (16, 17). 
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1.2 The Prion Protein 

 Structure and function of the prion protein 

 After cleavage of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal peptide (residues 1-22) and the 

glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchoring signal peptide (residues 231-253), the mature human 

PrP consists of residues 23-230. The flexible N-terminus includes residues 23-127, which consist 

of an octapeptide repeat region (residues 60-91) and a hydrophobic region (residues 112-127). 

The remaining C-terminus of the PrP is the structured globular domain (residues 128-228) 

(Figure 1.1), containing three α-helices (HA, HB, and HC) and two short β-strands (S1, and S2). 

There are two glycosylation sites at N181 and N197, which allow the PrP to be un-, mono-, or 

di-glycosylated. The native cellular form of PrP (PrPC) is bound to the extracellular side of the 

plasma membrane via the C-terminal GPI anchor. Currently, the function of the PrP is still 

poorly understood. Since PrP-knockout mice develop and behave normally without any defects, 

it has been suggested that PrPC is dispensable (18). However, other findings suggests that PrPC is 

implicated in copper metabolism (19) and signal transduction (20, 21). Nonetheless, PrP-

knockout mice are resistant to prion diseases, suggesting that expression of PrPC is necessary for 

developing prion disease. 

 PrPC misfolding and mechanism of prion propagation 

 PrPC can be converted into the infectious scrapie form, PrPSc, by in vitro methods (22), 

and the process of conversion can be amplified by a series of sonication and incubation with 

PrPC (23). The infectivity of these recombinant PrPSc has been confirmed with animal models 

(23, 24). This strongly supports the “protein-only hypothesis” (25), which states that the 
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pathogenic PrPSc, is a protein-only, self-replicating entity that causes prion disease. In order to 

explain the process of PrPSc replication, the seeded-nucleation mechanism (1) was proposed 

(Figure 1.2).  

 According to the seeded-nucleation hypothesis, the monomeric PrPC and PrPSc are in 

equilibrium, with PrPC being the major species. Multiple monomeric PrPSc can spontaneously 

self-aggregate and form a soluble PrPSc oligomer (seed). The initial rate of aggregation is slow 

due to the low concentration of monomeric PrPSc in equilibrium with PrPC. Once formed, this 

soluble PrPSc oligomer recruits misfolded PrPC and forms a larger PrPSc oligomer. Eventually, 

these large oligomers undergo unknown conformational changes to form insoluble amyloid. 

Fragmentation of amyloids generates more infectious PrPSc oligomers, resulting in an 

autocatalytic process of PrPSc propagation, which is observed in in vitro production of PrPSc (26). 

Interestingly, protein misfolding cyclic amplification (PMCA) (26), a method that exploits this 

autocatalytic process of PrPSc propagation, exponentially amplifies PrPSc in solution by a series 

of sonication and incubation of recombinant PrPC . Sonication accelerates the fragmentation of 

larger oligomers and thus generates more infectious seeds in the solution. These infectious seeds 

are incubated with PrPC, allowing the infectious seeds to recruit more monomeric PrPSc. The 

success of PMCA gives support to the seeded-nucleation hypothesis for explaining PrPSc 

propagation. 

 The seeded-nucleation hypothesis assumes that PrPC is in equilibrium with monomeric 

PrPSc, overlooking the possibility that oligomeric PrPSc may shift this equilibrium by facilitating 

PrPC misfolding. Given that PrPSc binds to PrPC in solution (27), it is important to consider the 

interactions between PrPC and PrPSc. It would be a significant achievement if the structure of the 
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PrPC-PrPSc complex could be resolved, as such structure may reveal crucial interactions between 

PrPSc and PrPC that facilitate PrPSc-induced misfolding. The nature of these interactions would be 

important in understanding the molecular mechanism of prion propagation. 

1.3 Methods of Studying Prion Diseases 

 Limitations of current experimental studies on prion disease 

 Experimental methods such as NMR (28–30) and X-ray crystallography (31–33) have 

been used to resolve the structure of recombinant PrPC. However, these high resolution 

techniques are incapable of resolving the structure of the toxic soluble oligomers of PrPSc, due to 

their heterogeneity, poor solubility and aggregation tendency. Therefore, low resolution methods 

have been used to date to characterize the PrPSc structure. 

 Low resolution methods, such as circular dichroism (CD) and Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) detected higher β-sheet content in PrPSc than in PrPC (34–36), which is 

mostly helical.  Protein modification (with mass spectroscopy), such as lysine acetylation and 

tyrosine nitration can probe for solvent accessible regions of PrPSc (37, 38), but structural 

information obtained is limited to the amino acids that react with the probing agent, and 

excessive chemical modification causes undesired changes in the structure of PrPSc. Other 

techniques to probe for solvent exposed regions of the PrPSc include limited proteolysis (39) and 

hydrogen exchange mass spectroscopy (HXMS) (40). However, since both solvent accessibility 

and secondary structure affect the hydrogen exchange rates and proteolysis susceptible regions 

on the protein, making it difficult to interpret the experimental data in a structural context. 

Antibody epitope mapping of PrPSc is one of the relatively successful methods of detecting 
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accessible regions of PrPSc: antibodies that bind to PrPSc indicate exposed regions on the surface 

of PrPSc, and antibodies that bind to both PrPC and PrPSc indicate preserved PrPC epitopes in 

PrPSc. 

 The highest resolution structure of PrPSc was resolved by electron microscopy of prion 

rods (41, 42), indicating a three-fold symmetry arrangement of PrPSc subunits spanning 69 Å in 

diameter. In agreement with electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction studies (43) have also 

confirmed the symmetry and the diameter of the PrPSc particle. However, no atomic details of the 

PrPSc structure have been revealed. 

 Molecular dynamics simulations of the prion protein 

 An increasing number of research groups are using computational methods to study 

misfolding of PrPC (44–49). Computational methods provide an attractive solution to study 

protein misfolding systems, as they are not limited by protein stability, solubility, and 

heterogeneity. Hence, the Daggett Lab uses computational methods, in particular, molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations, to study protein misfolding. MD simulations use classical 

mechanics to simulate the atomic motion of proteins. Dynamics are resolved at the femtosecond 

timescale. MD simulations can, therefore, reveal the protein structural dynamics at the atomic 

level that are otherwise not observable with experimental methods. Using solution NMR 

structures as the starting point of simulations, we can predict the behavior of amyloidogenic 

proteins under conditions of our interest (such as low pH misfolding conditions). 

 The Daggett lab has performed MD simulations to characterize the misfolding of PrPC at 

low pH conditions (44, 50–52). From these low pH misfolding simulations, four common 
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structural traits have been consistently observed in the misfolded structure: 1) the three helices 

(HA, HB, and HC) in the globular domain are preserved; 2) HA detaches from HC; 3) the native 

strand S1 recruits a nonnative strand (E1) at the flexible N-terminus; and 4) the S1-HA loop 

becomes extended and forms the isolated strand E4. Figure 1.3 shows an example of an MD-

derived misfolded structure with the two nonnative strands, E1 and E4 (Figure 1.3).  

 Previously we could not directly validate our MD-derived misfolded monomeric PrPSc 

structure with experimental findings, as there were no monomeric PrPSc isolated for experimental 

characterization. However, in 2014, a putative misfolded monomeric PrPSc structure was 

discovered by X-ray crystallography (53). In the crystal structure, the misfolded monomer was 

bound to a nanobody that inhibits PrPSc formation. The structure of the monomer was strikingly 

similar to our MD-derived misfolded monomer, in that both the crystal and the MD-derived 

misfolded structures have native helices preserved and a nonnative strand formed at the flexible 

N-terminal region of the PrP. Therefore, with some confidence, we can claim that our MD-

derived misfolded PrPSc is representative of the actual PrPSc as our MD-derived misfolded 

structure has hallmarks of conversion. Using MD-derived misfolded structures as subunits, the 

Daggett lab has proposed the spiral model for oligomeric PrPSc (51, 52). The spiral model has 

also been validated with a variety of experimental data (54), further supporting our predicted 

monomeric PrPSc structure from MD simulations. 
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1.4 Spiral Model for Oligomeric PrPSc 

 The spiral model was generated from MD-derived misfolded PrP structures (51). The 

monomers in the spiral model are docked together, such that the oligomerization sites, the E1 

and E4 strands, of each monomer form the docking interface between neighboring subunits. 

Figure 1.4 illustrates the procedure of constructing the spiral model, with monomers arranged in 

a three-fold symmetric spiral. The resulted model agrees well with a variety of experiments (54). 

As new structural data become available, it is important to incorporate these new experimental 

observations into the spiral model and make revisions accordingly.  

 It is important to keep in mind that the soluble oligomers are the major toxic species, not 

fibrils (55), and that the spiral model is a model for soluble oligomers of PrPSc. Amyloidogenic 

proteins are known to form fibrils with cross-β structure (56). However, PrPSc soluble oligomers 

do not have a significant amount of cross-β structure. This is demonstrated by Thioflavin T (a 

fluorescent dye for cross-β structures) binding studies (57) indicating that soluble oligomers have 

weak binding affinity toward Thioflavin T. Another study monitoring both the size of PrPSc 

soluble oligomers and the fluorescent signal of Thioflavin T simultaneously confirmed that 

soluble oligomers of PrPSc weakly bind to Thioflavin T (58). However, the increase in β-sheet 

content is evident in these soluble oligomers as indicated by CD (59–61) and FTIR spectroscopy 

(62). Therefore, these β-sheet rich soluble oligomers are expected to undergo conformational 

changes, ultimately reaching a cross-β structure at the fibril state. Although the exact 

conformational differences between the soluble oligomers and fibrils are not known, the spiral 

model has flexible loop regions (S1-HB loop and HA-S2 loop) that may facilitate conformational 

changes to achieve a cross-β architecture upon fibrillation. 
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1.5 This Work 

 I began my studies by performing and analyzing MD simulations of the human PrP 

pathogenic mutations Y218N and E196K, along with the wildtype human PrP. I proposed that 

the two different pathogenic PrP mutants, despite their different misfolding mechanisms, 

achieved common traits of a misfolded structure. This study was published in the journal Prion 

(63) and is included as Chapter 2. Other than human PrP, I have also researched the misfolding 

mechanism of bovine PrP. I have identified important polar and hydrophobic contacts that 

contribute to the increase in β-sheet content of the misfolded bovine PrP structures. This study 

was published in the journal Biomolecules (64) and is included as Chapter 3. 

Due to improvements in computational speed, our lab has been able to perform 

simulations of the PrPC in complex systems, including lipids, GPI anchors and glycans. I 

performed in-depth analysis on the human membrane-bound PrPC MD simulations, which were 

previously performed by Dr. Marc van der Kamp and Dr. Heidi Koldsø. I proposed a mechanism 

by which the PrPC can shield its aggregation sites from exogenous PrPSc, thus deterring PrPSc-

induced misfolding. This work is presented in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 5, I compared the three prevalent PrPSc models by evaluating these models 

with current experimental data on PrPSc soluble oligomers. The spiral model is in good 

agreement with a variety of experimental data. Given our confidence in the spiral model, in the 

final Chapter 6, I combined my previous findings in both human and bovine PrP and constructed 

a membrane-bound human PrPC system with an approaching bovine PrPSc (a hexameric spiral 

model). This system has more than 277,000 atoms and this is to our knowledge the first MD 

simulation for studying the PrPC-PrPSc interactions in a physiological environment. 
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Figure 1.1 PrPC membrane-bound via GPI anchor. 

Residues 90-230 of the human PrP and its secondary structural elements are shown: flexible 
N-terminus (residues 90-127) in green; loop regions in white; helices HB and HC in blue; HA 
in cyan; native strands S1 and S2 in yellow. Glycans are attached at N181 (cyan) and N197 
(magenta) of the PrP. GPI anchor (gray) is embedded in the membrane and linked to the C-
terminal of the HC. 
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Figure 1.2 Illustration of the seeded-nucleation mechanism. 
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Figure 1.3 Example of an MD-derived monomeric PrPSc. 

Human PrPC structure was obtained from NMR (PDBID: 1QLX) and low pH MD simulation 
generated a misfolded structure of the human PrP. Two nonnative strands, E1 (red) and E4 
(orange) were formed. 
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Figure 1.4 The spiral model. 

(A) Using the MD-derived monomeric human PrPSc structure, a trimeric unit of the spiral 
model was constructed by docking the E1 strand (red) against E4 strand (orange). (B) Top 
view and side view of the hexameric spiral model are shown.  
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Chapter 2 

HUMAN PRION PROTEIN PATHOGENIC MUTATIONS: 

Y218N & E196K 

2.1 Summary 

 Prion diseases are caused by misfolding and aggregation of the prion protein (PrP). 

Pathogenic mutations such as Y218N and E196K are known to cause Gerstmann-Sträussler-

Scheinker syndrome and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, respectively. Here we describe molecular 

dynamics simulations of these mutant proteins to better characterize the detailed conformational 

effects of these sequence substitutions. Our results indicate that the mutations disrupt the wild-

type native PrPC structure and cause misfolding. Y218N reduced hydrophobic packing around 

the X-loop (residues 165-171), and E196K abolished an important wild-type salt bridge. While 

differences in the mutation site led PrP mutants to misfold along different pathways, we 

observed multiple traits of misfolding that were common to both mutants. Common traits of 

misfolding included: 1) detachment of the short helix (HA) from the PrP core; 2) exposure of 

side chain F198; and 3) formation of a nonnative strand at the N-terminus. The effect of the 

E196K mutation directly abolished the wild-type salt bridge E196-R156, which further 

destabilized the F198 hydrophobic pocket and HA. The Y218N mutation propagated its effect by 

increasing the HB-HC interhelical angle, which in turn disrupted the packing around F198. 

Furthermore, a nonnative contact formed between E221 and S132 on the S1-HA loop, which 

offered a direct mechanism for disrupting the hydrophobic packing between the S1-HA loop and 

HC. While there were common misfolding features shared between Y218N and E196K, the 
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differences in the orientation of HB and HC and the X-loop conformation might provide a 

structural basis for identifying different prion strains. 

2.2 Introduction 

 Prion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, are neurodegenerative 

diseases that include Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker 

Syndrome (GSS) and fatal familial insomnia. Human prion diseases are extremely heterogeneous 

in terms of their clinical presentations and biomolecular characteristics (65–67). Different prion 

diseases can only be identified upon examination of the prion protein (PrP) aggregates in 

neuronal tissues (68, 69). Despite differences in neuropathology, all prion diseases share the 

same causative agent, which is the scrapie form of the prion protein, PrPSc. The normal cellular 

prion protein (PrPC) is innocuous, but it may undergo misfolding and convert into PrPSc (70, 71). 

which is toxic and infectious. Currently, the PrPSc conversion mechanism is not well understood, 

nor is there a clear understanding of how different types of prion diseases occur. 

PrPC is expressed in neuronal cells as a membrane bound protein with two glycosylation 

sites. The N-terminus (residues 23-127) is highly flexible, but the C-terminal globular domain 

(residues 128-228) is structured in various species (29, 30, 72, 73). The C-terminal globular 

domain consists of three helices (HA, HB, and HC) and two short β-strands (S1 and S2) (Figure 

1.1). At the C-terminus, there is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchor that tethers the 

PrPC to the cell membrane. Transgenic mice expressing full-length mouse PrP without the GPI 

anchor produces mostly unglycosylated PrP (74, 75). In addition, these mice are susceptible to 

prion diseases (74). This suggests that the protein-only portion of PrP (without glycosylation and 
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the GPI anchor) is sufficient for PrPSc formation in mice. Proteinase K digestion of PrPSc 

aggregates in human patients indicate that residues ~90-230 are protected and thus these residues 

are considered to be the core of PrPSc (76). The PrP fragment with residues 90-230 (PrP90-230) 

contains critical residues in the N-terminus that are required for PrPSc conversion (77–80). In 

vivo studies have also demonstrated that recombinant fibrils of PrP90-230 in mouse are 

infectious (81). These findings suggest that PrP90-230 is the core of PrPSc that carries infectivity. 

Nearly all (>30) of the known single point pathogenic mutations in the human PrP are 

within residues 90-230 (82–85). More than 20 of these single point pathogenic mutations are 

spread throughout the HB and HC regions. The lack of convergence into a hot spot of mutations 

makes it difficult to rationalize the mutation-induced misfolding pathway, as different mutations 

have different local effects on PrP dynamics. While several unfolding studies indicate that single 

point pathogenic mutations destabilize the PrPC structure, some mutations increase or have little 

effect on the thermodynamic stability of PrPC (86, 87). Molecular dynamics (MD) studies of 

pathogenic mutations in the PrP hydrophobic core (88) have identified misfolded structures in 

agreement with earlier MD studies of the human wild-type (WT) PrP using low pH to trigger 

misfolding (50, 51). 

 Disease-associated mutations Y218N (89) and E196K (90) cause GSS and familial CJD, 

respectively. These two mutants are different in terms of the amino acids mutated, and the 

mutation sites are separated by ~29 Å. Here, we used MD simulations to study the PrP dynamics 

of these two disease-associated mutants. We observed common misfolding events in agreement 

with previous MD studies of other pathogenic mutants (88). However, certain structural features 
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and the pathways of misfolding were different for Y218N and E196K. The structural differences 

provide us with a structure-based hypothesis regarding the formation of different prion strains. 

2.3 Results  

 Major conformational change in the globular domain 

 The Cα root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of the globular domain was used to monitor 

conformational changes in the structured region of PrP (Figure 2.2). At the end of 50 ns, Y218N 

simulations 1 and 3 reached much higher Cα RMSDs (~3.5 Å) than that of the average from the 

WT simulations (1.9 Å).  The Cα RMSD of simulation 2 at the end was about 2.5 Å, which was 

~0.5 Å higher than that of the average WT simulations. Previous low pH MD simulations of 

human PrP have shown that the HA helix is highly mobile and can contribute to the high 

globular Cα RMSD (44). To monitor the HA movement with respect to the core of the protein, 

the Cα RMSD of HA was measured (Figure 2.2) by using the stable core domain (residues 174-

186 and 200-219) for alignment. The increasing Cα RMSD of HA in simulations 1 and 3 

correlated with the increasing globular Cα RMSD. Simulation 2 had relatively low Cα RMSD of 

HA compared to that of the other simulations and the average WT Cα RMSD. Such Cα RMSD 

trend indicates that simulation 2 preserved the native HA orientation with respect to the core 

unlike the other two simulations of Y218N. The globular domain Cα RMSD of E196K was 

similar to that of the WT. The Cα RMSD of HA in E196K simulations stayed close to the 

average WT value, in contrast to Y218N. However, there was an increase in Cα RMSD of HA in 

E196K simulation 1 after 48 ns, which indicated a sudden HA movement with respect to the 

core.  
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 HA detachment from core in mutant simulations 

HA detached from the protein core in simulation 3 of Y218N (Figure 2.3A). The 

hydrophobic contacts between S1-HA loop and HC (42 atom contacts) in the starting structure 

were the main attractive force that held HA and HC together. Within the first nanosecond, D202 

formed a hydrogen bond with Y149. At 5 ns, a rare hydrogen bond between S132 and E221 

formed. This contact was only observed in WT simulations 0.57% of the time. At 18 ns, HA 

moved away from HC, which occurred ~13 ns after the formation of the S132-E221 nonnative 

hydrogen bond. The HA movement was characterized by three events that happened 

cooperatively: 1) a change from 310-helix to α-helix at the C-terminus of HA (Figure 2.3B); 2) 

the loss of a hydrogen bond between D202 and Y149 (Figure 2.3C); and 3) the loss of 

hydrophobic contacts between the S1-HA loop and HC (Figure 2.3D). HA remained in this 

nonnative position for the rest of the simulation. 

The starting structure of E196K had only minute differences from Y218N (Cα RMSD = 

0.140), except that the mutant E196K had a new salt bridge between K196 and D202. The WT 

salt bridge between E196-R156 was abolished due to the E196K mutation. The hydrogen bond 

between D202 and Y149 formed within the first nanosecond of the simulation. After 48 ns in 

simulation 3, HA detached from HC (Figure 2.4A) and was characterized by the three 

aforementioned events (Figure 2.4B, C and D). The nonnative salt bridge K196-D202 was 

particularly prominent in E196K simulation 3 and lasted throughout the course of the simulation 

(Figure 2.4C). Since the D202 side chain was occupied with K196, and the side chain of residue 

196 became positively charged, R156 lost both of its WT salt bridge partners (residue 202 and 

196). The salt bridge between D202 and R156 was occupied on average 1.84% of the time from 
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25-50 ns of the E196K simulations, unlike WT and Y218N (36% and 59% respectively). The 

remaining neighbors available for interacting with R156 were on HA. In particular, the side 

chain of N153 was available to interact with R156 (Figure 2.4C).  

 Hydrophobic core packing and F198 solvent exposure 

Both mutants had a more exposed hydrophobic core than that of WT, except for one 

simulation of E196K (Figure 2.5). Exposure of the hydrophobic core was mainly attributed to 

HA movement, X-loop hydrophobic packing and also the solvent exposure of F198. The average 

solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of F198 in WT was only 34 Å2, while some of the mutant 

simulations achieved >150 Å2 at some time points. F198 can be roughly classified into three 

conformational states by its solvent exposure: native state (SASA ~20 Å2) with F198 side chain 

buried between HB and HC; semi-exposed state (SASA ~80 Å2) with one side of the phenyl 

group exposed to solvent; and, fully exposed state (SASA ~140 Å2) with the side chain fully 

exposed to solvent. These conformations of F198 are illustrated in Figure 2.6 for WT, Y218N 

and E196K.   

In WT simulations, F198 was mostly in its native state and occasionally visited the semi-

exposed state. The backbone conformation of F198 was stabilized by its neighbor T199, which 

formed a capping box interaction (91) with D202 at the N-terminus of HC (Figure 2.6A). The 

WT native salt bridge between E196 and R156 also stabilized the backbone conformation of the 

HB-HC loop. This WT native salt bridge was preserved in Y218N (Figure 2.6B). However, for 

E196K, the mutation at residue 196 abolished the WT native salt bridge and directly triggered a 

mechanism that destabilized the conformation of F198 (Figure 2.6C). K196 and D202 formed a 
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salt bridge in the starting structure. This new salt bridge caused the side chain of K196 to clash 

with F198. At 1.6 ns, the F198 side chain reached the semi-exposed state due to steric repulsion 

with K196. As R156 formed another salt bridge with D202 at 17.2ns, K196 was pushed out of 

the protein core and the side chain of F198 became fully exposed. The backbone conformation of 

the HB-HC loop was vulnerable at the very beginning, because K196 formed a salt bridge with 

D202, thereby preventing the formation of the capping box interaction between T199 and D202. 

Y218N simulations also had a disrupted F198 hydrophobic pocket, but via an indirect 

mechanism, which involved an increase in the interhelical angle between HB and HC (Figure 

2.7A). In general, Y218N had a larger interhelical angle than that of WT and E196K (Figure 

2.7B). The 25-50 ns average WT, E196K and Y218N HB-HC interhelical angles were 131o, 133o 

and 140o, respectively. In simulation 1 of Y218N, the interhelical angle increased at the 

beginning. The C-terminus of HB and N-terminus of HC approached each other. F198 was 

pushed to the semi-exposed state by HB and HC at 0.2 ns. The increase in the interhelical angle 

also accommodated backbone conformational changes within the HB-HC loop, which allowed 

F198 to become fully exposed at 18 ns. Interestingly, the native WT salt bridge between E196 

and R156 was preserved in Y218N. Despite this, the capping box interaction between T199 and 

D202 was lost. The difference in the salt bridge network and interhelical angles between E196K 

and Y218N demonstrated the different pathways for disrupting of the hydrophobic packing 

around F198 in these two mutants. 
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 Loss of X-loop hydrophobic packing in Y218N 

While E196K and WT displayed comparable compactness at the X-loop, Y218N lost 

significant X-loop packing interactions as a result of the mutation (Figure 2.8A). To measure the 

hydrophobic packing at the X-loop, the number of atom contacts, consisting of a list of bulky 

residues around the X-loop (including residue Y/N218 and M166), were quantified for all 

simulations (Figure 2.8B). Both WT and E196K had about 80 atom contacts and M166 was 

always buried between HB and HC. Y218N tended to have less atomic contacts compared to WT 

and E196K. Simulation 2 of Y218N had an exceptionally low number of atom contacts (~28 

contacts). This was caused by the change in the X-loop conformation at 1.1 ns such that M166 

became exposed to solvent. 

 Nonnative strand at the flexible N-terminus.  

 A nonnative strand (denoted as E1) at the flexible N-terminus formed (Figure 2.9A) 

within the first 3 ns of both Y218N and E196K simulations. Once formed, E1 was stable 

throughout the rest of the simulation (Figure 2.9B). E1 formed independently of other conversion 

events (e.g. the large HA movement and the disrupted hydrophobic core). E1 used the native 

strand, S1, as a nucleation site and formed ≥4 backbone hydrogen bonds with S1. There were 

stable β-bulges in E1, which formed short, α-strand-like backbone conformations that are 

believed to be early steps of amyloidosis (92, 93). The residues that participated in E1 formation 

were in the range of 117-124, which overlap with critical amyloidogenic sequences in the N-

terminus, such as the 112-AGAAAAGA-119 palindrome (77) and the neurotoxic peptide 106-

126 (78, 94). 
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2.4 Discussion 

 Using MD simulations, we studied the effects of two pathogenic mutants Y218N and 

E196K on the structure and dynamics of the human PrP. The mutation sites caused local 

differences between the mutants. The E196K mutation eliminated the WT salt bridge E196-

R156. The Y218N mutation resulted in a loss of hydrophobic packing around the X-loop region. 

Despite local differences around the mutation sites, the two mutants shared common traits of 

misfolding: 1) HA detached from PrP core; 2) F198 left its native position and became solvent 

exposed; and 3) the flexible N-terminus formed a new strand. Here we have shown that each 

mutant has a unique pathway for triggering common misfolding events. 

 Repositioning of the HA helix 

 In mutant Y218N simulations, the mutation caused HC to bend towards the S1-HA loop; 

E221 then formed a stable contact with S132 on the S1-HA loop (Figure 2.3). The S132-E221 

contact was only scarcely (< 1% simulation time) populated in WT simulations. This nonnative 

contact offered a pathway for the mutation to affect the S1-HA loop conformation.  The change 

in the S1-HA loop conformation disrupts the hydrophobic packing between the S1-HA loop and 

HC, which therefore destabilizes HA. The importance of the hydrophobic packing between HC 

and the S1-HA loop has been verified by mutational studies on PrP: polar residue mutations of 

M206 and M213 reduce thermal stability and enhance amyloidogenicity of PrPC (95). 

The native WT salt bridge E196-R156 tethers HA to the protein core. This salt bridge, 

which is present in NMR structures of human PrP (28, 73), is also highly populated in several 

MD studies (96–99). Low pH MD simulations of human PrP resulted in loss of the E196-R156 
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salt bridge and HA detachment from HC (44). The E196K mutation abolished the native WT salt 

bridge due to the charge repulsion between K196 and R156. However, the effect of the mutation 

was not observed immediately. Hydrophobic packing between the S1-HA loop and HC, and also 

the hydrogen bond between D202 and Y149, held HA intact until later in simulation when HA 

detached from HC (Figure 2.4). 

The stability of HA can be influenced by low pH (100), chemical denaturants (101), 

temperature and pressure (102). Our previous MD studies first suggest that HA significantly 

changes its position at low pH (44, 50, 51, 96, 103). Furthermore, two other groups have also 

used computational methods and found HA to be significantly repositioned (104, 105). HA 

repositioning has also been observed in MD simulations of pathogenic PrP mutants (88). These 

studies suggest that the repositioned HA conformation is permissible and that it can be induced 

under destabilizing conditions. An engineered disulfide bond (by double-cysteine mutants) that 

tethers HA to HC prevents formation of PrP oligomers (106) and fibrils in in vitro experiments 

(107). In vivo cell studies indicate that these double-cysteine mutants do not propagate PrPSc 

formation (107). These experimental findings suggest that separation of HA and HC is necessary 

for oligomerization and propagation of PrPSc, and thereby support our computational observation 

that repositioning of HA is an important hallmark for PrPSc conversion. 

 Exposure of F198 and disruption of the hydrophobic pocket between HB and HC 

The E196K mutation had a direct impact on the hydrophobic core of the PrP (Figure 

2.6C). F198 became fully exposed due to its steric repulsion with K196. The N-capping box 

interaction at HC was lost; furthermore K196 formed a stable salt bridge with D202 which 
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prevented the side chain hydrogen bond between D202 and T199. Loss of the capping box 

interaction allowed for more conformational freedom of the HB-HC loop (residues 194-199), 

thus facilitating disruption of the F198 hydrophobic pocket. 

Y218N also adapted a different HB-HC loop conformation that exposed F198 to the 

solvent, but by a very different mechanism. The Y218N mutation resulted in a significant loss of 

hydrophobic packing around the X-loop (Figure 2.8). The mutation also caused a significant 

increase in the HB-HC interhelical angle (Figure 2.7), so that HB and HC became more 

antiparallel to each other. As the interhelical angle increased, the hydrophobic pocket that 

contained F198 was disrupted and so was the HB-HC loop. The HB-HC loop adopted a 

nonnative conformation and F198 became exposed to solvent. 

Riek et al. previously predicted that a pathogenic mutation, F198S, introduces a 

destabilizing void volume in the PrP core (91). Subsequent thermodynamic studies are in 

agreement with this prediction (86), and MD studies have also indicated that F198S destabilizes 

PrPC (88, 108, 109). In vitro results confirmed that F198S has a higher tendency to misfold (110, 

111). From these studies of F198S, we conclude that the loss of hydrophobic packing around 

F198 facilitates misfolding. Denaturation studies indicate that stable NOE contacts exist between 

F198-M206 and F198-Y157 in bovine PrP (111), which confirms the stabilizing effect of F198 

in the native state. The binding of a PrPSc-specific antibody to residues 187-206 suggests that the 

loop between HB and HC adapts a misfolded/altered conformation in PrPSc (112). Thus, change 

in the HB-HC loop conformation and exposure of F198 to solvent appears to be another likely 

hallmark for PrPSc conversion.  
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 Putative aggregation sites: the flexible N-terminus and the S1-HA Loop 

In both mutants, we observed significant movement of HA and the S1-HA loop. The 

number of hydrophobic contacts between the S1-HA loop and HC were significantly reduced as 

HA detached from HC. Mutation studies on the PrP have confirmed that the hydrophobic 

packing between the S1-HA loop and HC are crucial for the native PrPC thermal stability (95, 

113). The loss of hydrophobic packing between HC and the S1-HA loop allowed higher 

conformational flexibility for the S1-HA. High pressure unfolding experiments performed on the 

PrP have also identified that residues I139, H140, and F141 in the S1-HA loop have a higher 

conformational variability/heterogeneity (114), which might be related to the early steps of 

misfolding. According to studies on prion peptic fragments, the sequence of residues 136-140 is 

critical for aggregation (115). In particular, alanine mutations at hydrophobic residues P137 and 

I139 completely halted conversion to PrPSc. This indicates that the hydrophobic residues in the 

S1-HA loop play an important role in misfolding and aggregation. Abalos et al. further 

hypothesized that residues 136-140 participate in the PrPSc-PrPC binding interface and also the 

process of misfolding (115). This hypothesis is in agreement with our first simulations of PrPC 

conversion (50) and our later protofibril models (51, 54). We hypothesize that, during PrPSc 

oligomerization, the S1-HA loop forms a new strand by docking with a neighboring PrPSc unit. 

The new strand at S1-HA loop is one of the putative aggregation site denoted as E4 (51). 

In vivo experiments show that the flexible N-terminus in PrPC is required for extracellular 

β-oligomers to induce cellular toxicity (116, 117). In vitro studies indicate that residues from the 

flexible N-terminus are critical for aggregation, such as  residues 98-110 (115), the 112-

AGAAAAGA-119 palindrome (77), neurotoxic peptide 106-126 (78, 94), polybasic region 
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(residues 94-110) (80), and the mini prion 106 (79, 118). Interestingly, there is a pathogenic 

Y145Stop mutant (119, 120), which suggests that a neurotoxic conformation is encoded in the 

PrP residues before HA. Our simulations detected the formation of the E1 strand at the flexible 

N-terminus, which has been observed in previous MD simulations of other pathogenic mutants 

(88, 121) and also under acidic pH conditions (44, 50, 51). These data suggest that the N-

terminus is critical to the conversion process and must be included in simulation studies of PrP. 

In our spiral model for PrPSc soluble oligomers (51), the PrPSc monomeric units have a nonnative 

strand formed at the N-terminus, which is docked to E4 (the S1-HA loop). We hypothesize that 

the nonnative strand formed at the N-terminus is an aggregation site for PrPSc. 

 Structural basis for different prion strains 

Although both Y218N and E196K differ only by two residues in their primary sequences, 

they share significant differences in the X-loop conformation and HB-HC interhelical angle. A 

single point mutation (D167S) changing the structure of the X-loop in mouse PrP can cause 

prion disease (122), but the relationship between structure, sequence and disease phenotype is 

still obscure. Previously, we have proposed that the differences in X-loop conformations provide 

a structural basis for prion disease resistance (123). This is likewise applicable to explain the 

differences between Y218N and E196K, as they cause two different prion diseases, GSS and 

familial CJD, respectively. The spiral model (51) places the X-loop between PrP monomer 

interfaces; the HB-HC helical orientation also plays a significant role in the complementarity of 

the PrPSc intermolecular binding surface. Antibody-binding studies (124, 125) and X-ray 

diffraction (43, 126) have confirmed that distinct prion strains  have different conformations. 
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While it is premature to conclude that the differences in the X-loop conformation and HB-HC 

orientation would cause different pathogenesis, the significant structural differences between 

Y218N and E196K supports the hypothesis of a structural basis for different prion strains. 

2.5 Materials and Methods 

 The NMR structure of human PrP (73), PDB code 1QLX, was used as the starting 

structure for the globular domain (residues 128-228). Since residues 90-230 the critical core of 

PrPSc (76), and the PrP fragment with residues 90-230 (PrP90-230) contains critical residues in 

the N-terminus that are required for PrPSc conversion (77–79), the missing flexible N-terminus 

(residues 90-127) and residues 229-230, were manually built as described previously (44). 

Briefly, limited NOE restraints were used to model residues 90-127 such that it can move freely 

in any direction with respect to the globular domain. The protocol for generating starting 

structure of PrP mutants was described previously (121). First, the side chain at the mutation site 

was replaced, using our rotamer library (127) built from the Dynameomics database (128). 

Multiple structures with different rotamers at the mutation site were generated, followed by 100 

steps of steepest descent minimization on all side chains. Finally, the lowest energy structure was 

selected as the starting structure.  

Simulations were performed at neutral pH and 310 K. The protonation states of histidine 

residues were consistent with our previous study at neutral pH (44), i.e. only H144 was 

protonated on Nδ1; all other histidine residues were protonated on Nε2. All side chains of 

aspartate and glutamate residues were negatively charged. Side chains of lysine and arginine 

residues were positively charged. MD simulations were performed using in lucem Molecular 
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Mechanics (ilmm) (129), which uses the Levitt et al. force field (130) and F3C water model 

(131). The NVE microcanonical ensemble was employed. Previously developed protocols were 

used to prepare and perform the simulations (132). Triplicate simulations of 50 ns each were 

generated for each mutant. Four simulations of 50 ns were generated for WT. A different random 

number seed was used for each simulation to generate replicates to improve sampling. 

 Most of the analysis methods have been described previously (88). The Cα RMSD of the 

globular domain was aligned to and calculated for residues 128-228. The Cα RMSD of HA was 

aligned to the stable core (residues 174-186 and 200-219) and calculated for residues 144-156. 

SASA was calculated by ilmm using the Lee and Richards method (133). Secondary structure 

analysis was performed by using the DSSP (Define Secondary Structure of Proteins) algorithm 

(134) but with additional definitions (52). Heavy atoms were considered to be in contact when 

they are less than 4.6 Å apart, or 5.4 Å apart if both heavy atoms were carbon atoms. Hydrogen 

bonds were defined by a 2.6 Å distance between a hydrogen atom and an acceptor and the donor-

H-acceptor angle must be within 45o of linearity. In order to calculate interhelical angle between 

HB and HC, Cα atoms of residues 179-194 (on HB) and 200-214 (on HC) were fit to two vectors 

and the angle between the two vectors was measured. 
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Figure 2.1 Native structure of the human PrP 

Starting structure for WT PrP MD simulations. Structure of residues 128-228 was obtained 
from PDB 1QLX. Structure of the flexible N-terminus (residues 90-127), and C-terminus 
(residues 229-230) were constructed manually. Helices HB and HC are colored in blue and 
HA is colored in cyan. Native strands (S1 and S2) are colored in dark red. The remaining loop 
regions are in gray. Mutation sites are indicated in orange. 
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Figure 2.2 Cα RMSD of the globular domain (residues 128-228) and HA (residues 144-

156) for Y218N and E196K simulations (three simulations of each) 

The globular domain was aligned for calculating Cα RMSD residues 128-228, and the core 
domain (residues 174-186 and 200-219) was aligned for calculating Cα RMSD residues 144-
156. Window averages (100 ps) of the Cα RMSD are shown for all mutant simulations. The 
average Cα RMSD value over the last 25 ns of the four WT simulations are shown as dashed 
lines. 
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Figure 2.3 HA detachment from the PrP core in Y218N simulation 3 

(A) Structures taken at 0.1, 5, 20, and 40.9 ns of the simulation. Residues S132, Y149, D202 and 
E221 are shown as sticks. Residues shown in gray sticks with a transparent surface are P137, 
I139, F141 on the S1-HA loop and M205, V209, M213 on HC. (B) DSSP analysis on the protein 
secondary structure. (C) Contacts between pairs of listed residues over 50 ns in simulation. (D) 
Window average (100 ps) of the number of contacts between residues P137, I139, F141 on the 
S1-HA loop and M205, V209, M213 on HC. 
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Figure 2.4 HA detachment from the PrP core in E196K simulation 1 

 (A) Structures taken at 0.1, 47, and 48 ns. Residues D202, Y149, R156 and K196 are shown as 
sticks. Residues shown in gray sticks with a transparent Van der Waals radius are P137, I139, 
F141 on the S1-HA loop and M205, V209, M213 on HC. (B) DSSP analysis on the protein 
secondary structure. (C) Contacts between pairs of listed residues over 50 ns in simulation. (D) 
Window average (100 ps) of the number of contacts between residues P137, I139, F141 on the 
S1-HA loop and M205, V209, M213 on HC. 
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Figure 2.5 Solvent accessible surface area of the hydrophobic core and F198 in the 

Y218N and E196K simulations 

The hydrophobic core was defined as residues 134, 137, 139, 141, 158, 161, 175, 176, 179, 
180, 184, 198, 203, 205, 206, 209, 210 and 213–215. Window averages (100 ps) of the SASA 
are shown for all mutant simulations. The average SASA values over the last 25 ns of the WT 
simulations are shown in dashed lines. 
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Figure 2.6 Salt bridge network around the F198 side chain 

(A, B and C) Structures at specific time points of the WT simulation 2, Y218N simulation 1, and 
E196K simulation 2, respectively. Secondary structure color schemes are cyan for HA, blue for 
HB and HC, where the transparent helix is HC.  Residues E/K196, F198, T199, D202, and R156 
are shown in sticks and hydrogen bonds are indicated with dotted blue lines. (far right) Relevant 
contacts are plotted over time. 
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Figure 2.7 Change in interhelical angle between HB and HC in Y218N 

(A) Structures in simulation 1 of Y218N. Only the HB-HC loop (gray), HB and HC (blue) are 
shown. The red helices represent the starting structure of residues 179-194 and 200-214, where 
the interhelical angle is defined between those two fragments of HB and HC. Interhelical 
angles between HB and HC for each snapshot are indicated. (B) Inter helical angle between 
HB and HC at 100 ps granularity. The average interhelical angle of the last 25 ns of the WT 
simulations is shown in dashed lines. 
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Figure 2.8 Loss of hydrophobic packing around in the X-loop in Y218N simulations 

(A) Relevant residues involved in X-loop packing interactions are shown in sticks for 
simulation 2 of WT, Y218N, and E196K (B) Number of atom contacts between residues 
Y163, M166, Y169, F175, Y/N218, and Y225. Window averages (100 ps) of number of atom 
contacts are shown for all mutant simulations. The average number of atom contacts of the last 
25 ns of the WT simulations is shown in dashed lines. 
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Figure 2.9 Formation of nonnative strand (E1) in both Y218N and E196K simulations 

(A) Representative E1 structure for each mutant. Backbone of E1 is shown in sticks with carbon 
atoms colored in orange. Carbon atoms of the extended native sheets are colored in red. 
Hydrogen bonds between strands are indicated with the cyan dashed lines. The N- and C-
terminal residues for E1 and the extended S1 strand (in red) are labeled. (B) Secondary structure 
analysis of simulation 2 of Y218N and simulation 3 of E196K. 
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Chapter 3 

MISFOLDING OF BOVINE PRION PROTEIN AT ACIDIC PH 

3.1 Summary 

 Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), or mad cow disease, is a fatal 

neurodegenerative disease that is transmissible to humans and that is currently incurable. BSE is 

caused by the prion protein (PrP), which adopts two conformers; PrPC is the native innocuous 

form, which is α-helix rich; and PrPSc is the β-sheet rich misfolded form, which is infectious and 

forms neurotoxic species. Acidic pH induces the conversion of PrPC to PrPSc. We have 

performed molecular dynamics simulations of bovine PrP at various pH regimes. An acidic pH 

environment induced conformational changes that were not observed in neutral pH simulations. 

Putative misfolded structures, with nonnative β-strands formed in the flexible N-terminal 

domain, were found in acidic pH simulations. Two distinct pathways were observed for the 

formation of such nonnative β-strands: at low pH, hydrophobic contacts with M129 nucleated the 

nonnative β-strand; at mid pH, polar contacts involving Q168 and D178 facilitated the formation 

of a hairpin at the flexible N-terminus. These mid and low pH simulations capture the process of 

nonnative β-strand formation, thereby improving our understanding of how PrPC misfolds into 

the β-sheet rich PrPSc and how pH factors into the process. 

3.2 Introduction 

 Prion diseases are neurodegenerative diseases that are transmissible, fatal and currently 

incurable. Such diseases include Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD) in humans, bovine spongiform 

encephalopathy (BSE) in cattle, chronic wasting disease in elk and scrapie in sheep (135, 136). 
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In humans, variant CJD is caused by consuming BSE-contaminated products (3, 137). BSE has a 

significant economic impact on society; in 2003, a single case of BSE in Washington resulted in 

an estimated annual loss of $7 billion to $10 billion, due to suspended beef exports to overseas 

markets (15).  

 Prion diseases are caused by the misfolding and aggregation of the prion protein (PrP). 

The native form of PrP (denoted as PrPC) is innocuous and expressed ubiquitously in all 

mammalian cells. However, PrPC can misfold into PrPSc, which can then self-aggregate and form 

soluble oligomers that cause neuronal cell death. Misfolding is rare, but it can be induced by an 

acidic pH environment (138–142). PrPC is a glycolipid anchored protein expressed at the cell 

surface. While some PrPC is endocytosed and digested in lysosomes (143), some PrPC is leaked 

into the cytosol (144). Therefore, PrPC experiences pH from 7.4 (in cytosol) (145) to 4.6 (in 

endosome) (146) during its cellular lifetime. The endosome is a site for PrP misfolding (147–

150), and low pH triggers conversion in vitro (138–142). It is therefore of interest to study the 

pH effects on the native PrPC structure, which ideally would narrow down possible cellular 

regions, where pH-induced misfolding may occur. The pH-induced structural effect on 

recombinant PrP has been studied for various species (141, 142, 151). Recombinant human PrP 

in between pH 7.2 and 5.0 is mostly helical, but PrP misfolds into a β-sheet rich structure at a 

lower pH range (pH 4 to 3.6) (142). 

 The structure of the C-terminal domain of PrPC has been resolved by NMR methods for 

various species (29, 30, 72, 73). The NMR structure of bovine PrPC is almost identical to that of 

other mammalian species. All mammalian PrPC structures consist of a structured C-terminal 

domain with three helices (HA, HB and HC) and two short β-strands (S1 and S2), and a flexible 
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N-terminal domain (Figure 1.1). Although no high resolution structure for PrPSc is available, low 

resolution experimental methods have suggested that the native PrPC converts from an α-helical 

rich protein (47% α-helix, 3% β-structure) to the β-sheet rich PrPSc (43–54% α-helix, 17–30% β-

structure) (34–36). The bovine PrPSc structure is important for understanding the mechanism of 

cross-species transmission, especially the transmission of BSE to humans (137). However, the 

aggregation tendency and heterogeneity of PrPSc has limited experimental methods to isolate 

PrPSc and obtain a high-resolution structure of PrPSc. The cross-species transmissibility of bovine 

PrPSc makes experimental characterization of PrPSc potentially dangerous, and outfitting a lab of 

a suitable safety level can be a hurdle to perform experimental work. Given the experimental 

limitations of studying bovine PrPSc, computational methods offer an attractive alternative. 

 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can capture protein dynamics and associated 

conformational changes at the atomic level. Furthermore, modeling acidic pH environment in 

simulations is also possible by changing the protonation states of protein amino acids (44, 50, 96, 

152). We have performed acidic pH simulations of various species of PrP (44, 50, 51, 96), 

including bovine PrP (103); however, the bovine simulations were not analyzed in depth, and the 

sampling was limited. In order to more thoroughly investigate the pH-induced misfolding of the 

bovine PrP, we performed MD simulations of the bovine PrP at neutral, mid and low pH, which 

corresponds approximately to ranges around pH 7, 5 and 4, respectively. Five 50 ns simulations 

were performed for each pH regime, which amounted to a total of 750 ns of simulations. Both 

mid and low pH affected the native polar contact network, which resulted in conformational 

changes of the HA helix and the native sheet. At acidic pH, nonnative β-strands formed, which 

are hallmarks of PrP misfolding (44, 51, 96). These MD-derived misfolded structures are useful 
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for modeling the oligomeric structure of PrPSc (51, 52) and improve our understanding of the 

misfolding and aggregation process of PrPSc. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

 The starting structure of bovine PrPC was constructed from the NMR structure of the C-

terminal fragment (PDB code: 1DWY, residues 128–227) (30). The flexible N-terminal residues 

90–127 and C-terminal residues 228–231 were manually constructed, as described previously 

(44). We performed simulations of bovine PrP at neutral, mid and low pH, which corresponded 

to the approximate pH environment in the cytosol (pH 8–6), endosome (pH ~5–4) and in vitro 

misfolding experiments (pH ~4). Amino acid side chains were protonated differently in order to 

model the bovine PrP at each pH regime (see the Experimental Section for details). Protonation 

of side chains had a significant impact on the polar contacts within the protein. At neutral pH, 

histidines were neutral, while Asp and Glu were negatively charged. At mid pH, histidines were 

doubly protonated (positively charged), which allowed them to form salt bridges with other 

negatively charged amino acids. At low pH, all Asp and Glu acids were protonated (neutral 

charge). This abolished all salt bridges and significantly disrupted the native hydrogen bonds that 

involve the side chains of Asp and Glu. Large conformational changes were observed at mid and 

low pH relative to the neutral pH simulations. The solvent accessible surface area of 

hydrophobic regions increased in most of the mid and low pH simulations. Putative misfolded 

structures were also observed in both mid and low pH simulations; the flexible  

N-terminus formed nonnative β-strands by interacting with the S1 strand. Using MD simulations, 
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we have captured the structural effects on bovine PrP induced by acidic pH. These results are 

discussed in detail below.  

 Structural Stability and Deviation from the Native Structure 

 To determine the structural deviations at the C-terminal domain, the Cα root mean square 

deviations (RMSDs) of residues 128–225 were measured for all simulations (Figure 3.2A). 

Residues 128–225 include the stable native secondary structures, except for residues 226–231, 

which are flexible residues at the C-terminus. The Cα RMSD signifies the backbone structural 

deviation from the native bovine PrP starting structure. The Cα RMSD of residues 128–225 of 

most simulations reached a plateau by 10 ns, and all simulations reached the steady state after 

~25 ns (Figure 3.2A,B). The average Cα RMSD value over the 25–50 ns interval for all neutral 

pH simulations was 1.9 Å with a standard deviation of 0.22 Å, indicating small deviations from 

the native structure. Mid pH simulations consistently reached higher Cα RMSDs than neutral pH 

simulations did by ~1 Å. The Cα RMSDs of the low pH simulations were less consistent than 

that of mid pH simulations. Low pH simulations 2 and 4 had higher Cα RMSDs than the neutral 

pH simulations. These results are consistent with our expectation that acidic pH induces 

structural changes. 

 The amount of backbone fluctuations in residues 128–225 are reflected in the Cα root 

mean square fluctuations (RMSF) for each residue from 128 to 225 (Figure 3.2B). Generally, the 

secondary structure elements had lower Cα RMSF (~0.4–0.6 Å) than the loop regions (~0.6–1.2 

Å). Both neutral and mid pH had comparable Cα RMSF, with the highest Cα RMSF being 0.9 Å 

at residue 140, which is located at the loop preceding HA. Low pH simulations had higher Cα 
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RMSF, especially in the loop regions. Residues 140–145 near the N-terminus of HA were 

noticeably more mobile (Cα RMSF >0.9 Å) at low pH than at neutral or mid pH.  

 The Cα RMSD indicates that the C-terminal domain of the mid pH simulations deviated 

consistently from the native structure, but the C-terminal domain retained a similar backbone 

flexibility profile to that of the neutral pH simulations. This suggests that the doubly protonated 

histidines in the mid pH simulations altered the native PrP conformation, but they did not affect 

the backbone flexibility significantly. The Cα RMSDs of low pH simulations were less 

consistent, and residues 128–225 in low pH simulations were markedly more mobile at loop 

regions than in neutral and mid pH simulations. The mobility gained in low pH simulations is 

expected, since all salt bridges and many side chain hydrogen bonds were abolished. 

 HA and Native Sheet Conformational Changes 

 To measure tertiary structural deviation from the native structure, a stable core region 

(residues 174–186 and 200–219) was used as the alignment for the subsequent Cα RMSD 

measurements. The stable core region is the most well-defined substructure within bovine PrP, as 

determined by NMR (30). Cα RMSDs were measured for the globular domain (residues 128–

228), HA (residue 144–156) and native strands (residues 128–131 and 161–164) (Figure 3.3A). 

For the last 25 ns of the neutral pH simulations, the average Cα RMSD of the globular domain 

and HA were 2.5 Å and 2.8 Å, respectively. Cα RMSD for the globular domain and HA of mid 

pH simulations were on average 1.4 Å and 3 Å higher than those of neutral pH simulations 

respectively (Figure 3.3B). Among the low pH simulations, only in simulations 2 and 4 did the 

globular domain and HA regions deviate significantly from the native structure. For simulations 
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1, 3 and 5, the Cα RMSDs of HA were comparable to that of the neutral pH simulations. 

Therefore, the low pH simulations were able to adopt both native and nonnative conformations 

of HA, unlike the mid pH simulations that yielded consistently nonnative conformations. The 

large globular Cα RMSD values correlated with the large Cα RMSD of HA, suggesting that HA 

is the main contributor to the structural changes in the globular domain. Structures of HA in the 

last 25 ns of the mid and low pH simulations are shown in Figure 3.3A. All mid pH simulations 

had HA shifted downward from the native position, while some low pH simulations still retained 

a native-like HA position. Previous MD simulations of human and hamster PrP (44, 50, 51, 96) 

and replica exchange simulations of sheep PrP [34] have detected a PrP intermediate state, in 

which HA detaches from HC. Our simulation results suggest that the conformation of HA is 

sensitive to acidic pH, consistent with experimental studies on the mouse PrP, indicating that 

residues 144–149 (a portion of HA) increase in mobility at acidic pH (100). 

 The average Cα RMSDs of the β-sheet in the neutral, mid and low pH simulations were 

1.48 Å, 1.67 Å and 2.09 Å, respectively. In addition to the Cα RMSD, the inter-strand angles of 

the native sheets were measured to identify different sheet conformations (Figure 3.3C). The 

inter-strand angles were defined, such that they were in between 0o (flat and parallel β-strands) 

and 180o (flat and anti-parallel β-strands). The average inter-strand angles and native sheet Cα 

RMSDs for the last 25 ns of mid and low pH simulations are shown in Figure 3.3C. All low pH 

simulations had average inter-strand angles >132o, whereas all mid pH simulations had average 

inter-strand angles <129o. For neutral pH simulations, the inter-strand angles, ranging from 123o 

to 133o, were in between the range of both mid and low pH inter-strand angles. Although the 

inter-strand angles at neutral pH were not consistent across simulations, native strands were 
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consistently more twisted in mid pH simulations than in low pH simulations. pH-induced 

conformational changes of the native strand S2 has been confirmed by spin-labeling experiments 

on mouse PrP (100). In addition, a PrPSc-specific antibody that binds to the tyrosine-tyrosine-

arginine epitope at S2 suggests that S2 undergoes conformational changes upon misfolding 

(153). Therefore, the conformational differences of the native sheet between neutral and acidic 

pH simulations (both mid and low pH) may be related to the early misfolding mechanisms of the 

PrP.  

 Structural Changes and Alterations in Native Polar Contacts 

 In order to understand the cause of deviations of HA and native strands from their native 

conformation at both mid and low pH, the polar contacts near HA and the native strands were 

analyzed (Table 3.1). Polar contacts include both hydrogen bonds and salt bridges between 

residues (see the Experimental Section for details). Mid pH simulations were able to form 

nonnative salt bridges with the doubly protonated histidines. Most of the native side chain polar 

contacts were lost at low pH. Changes in polar contacts at acidic pH simulations led to the 

detachment of HA and alterations to the β-sheet, as well as other changes in the protein. These 

issues are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

Polar Contacts with HA 

 In the neutral pH simulations, the populated polar contacts (average occupancy >50%) 

around HA were: Y149-D202, R156-D202, E146-R208 and K194-E196 (Figure 3.4A). HA was 

anchored to HC by the side chain polar contacts, Y149-D202 and E146-R208. The salt bridge 

R156-D202 tethered the C-terminus of HA to HC. Among these three HA stabilizing contacts, 
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the hydrogen bond Y149-D202 was the most stable contact, on average occupied 91% of the time 

in the neutral pH simulations (Table 3.1). In the mid pH simulations, only two of these HA 

stabilizing contacts were preserved: E146-R208 and R156-D202. The hydrogen bond between 

Y149 and D202 was completely lost in all mid pH simulations. The doubly protonated H155 

formed a nonnative salt bridge with E196. The salt bridge H155-E196 was 100% populated in 

two of the mid pH simulations. These changes in the polar contacts around HA were accompanied 

with the large deviation of HA from its native position (Figure 3.3B).  

 Large HA movements were also observed in low pH simulations 2 and 4 (Figure 3.3B). 

The low pH simulations lost all of the polar contacts around HA (percentage of time in contact 

during 25–50 ns, <1%). While both mid and low pH simulations displayed large deviations of 

HA from its native position, HA was less flexible at mid pH than at low pH, as indicated by the 

Cα RMSF (Figure 3.2B). This suggests that the polar contacts at mid pH have a stabilizing effect 

on the nonnative position of HA. These observations are consistent with previous NMR studies 

on the human PrP at acidic pH, suggesting that the doubly protonated H155 affects the native 

PrP structure (28). Such effect was shown explicitly in two of our mid pH simulations, whereby 

H155 formed a nonnative salt bridge with E196, thus stabilizing the nonnative position of HA. 

As for low pH simulations, the loss of all salt bridges and many side chain hydrogen bonds 

allowed for flexibility at HA, as indicated by Cα RMSF (Figure 3.2B). 

Polar Contacts with S2 

 In the neutral pH simulations, three polar contacts, Y163-E221, Y162-T183 and Y162-

E186, had average occupancies of 71%, 30% and 28%, respectively (Table 3.1). These contacts 

anchored S2 to the stable core region of PrP (Figure 3.4B). In most of the mid pH simulations, 
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the hydrogen bond Y162-T183 was not present (<30% occupancy), but the Y162 and Y163 side 

chains both formed relatively stable hydrogen bonds with E186 and E221, respectively. In mid 

pH simulation 2, the side chain conformation of E186 was further stabilized by forming a 

nonnative salt bridge with the doubly protonated H187 (Figure 3.4B). This interaction indirectly 

stabilized the hydrogen bond between Y162 and E186 (100% occupancy). 

 The hydrogen bonds, Y162-E186 and Y163-E221, anchored S2 to HB and HC. These 

two anchors favored a more twisted inter-strand angle, as observed in mid pH simulations 

(Figure 3C). In low pH simulations, hydrogen bonds Y162-E186 and Y163-E221 were lost, due 

to the protonation of the glutamic acids, but there was a gain in the hydrogen bond Y162-T183, 

in most of the low pH simulations. In low pH simulation 1, the hydrogen bond Y162-T183, 

occupying 84% of the time, was more prevalent than in any neutral or mid pH simulations. The 

high occupancy for the hydrogen bond Y162-T183 at low pH was also observed in previous MD 

simulations of human PrP (121). Such high occupancy for the hydrogen bond Y162-T183 at low 

pH can be explained by  the lost of the two anchors Y162-E186 and Y163-E221 at low pH, thus 

allowing S2 to pack closer to HB, and therefore low pH simulations favored the formation of the 

hydrogen bond Y162-T183. With the loss of the two anchors, the native strands became less 

twisted, as indicated by inter-strand angles (Figure 3.3C). Given that the exposed native strand, 

S1, is at the packing interface between PrP dimers from sheep PrP crystals (31), changes in the 

native sheet region could modulate intermolecular interactions among PrP. The native strand, S1, 

is also known for recruiting nonnative β-strands from the flexible N-terminus, as shown in 

previous MD-derived misfolded structures (44, 50, 51, 88, 96, 121). Therefore, changes of the 
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inter-strand angle may affect the formation of nonnative β-strand, which is an important hallmark 

for misfolding. 

 Solvent Exposure of Hydrophobic Regions 

 The hydrophobic core of PrP consists of a set of hydrophobic residues within the globular 

domain. There are two regions of the hydrophobic core: the HA-HC region and the HB-HC 

region (Figure 3.5A). The average solvent accessible surface areas (SASA) for hydrophobic 

regions HA-HC and HB-HC were 88 Å2 and 191 Å2, respectively. The differences in SASA with 

respect to the neutral pH simulations are shown in Figure 3.5B. The HA-HC hydrophobic core in 

the mid pH simulations was significantly exposed in four out of five simulations (Figure 3.5B). 

As for the HB-HC portion, only mid pH simulation 5 had a large difference in SASA with 

respect to the neutral pH simulations (57 Å2). Among low pH simulations, only simulation 4 had 

the HA-HC hydrophobic core significantly exposed. Low pH simulations 1, 2 and 5 tended to 

have a larger HB-HC hydrophobic core SASA than neutral pH simulations do (>42 Å2 

difference). Residues that contributed significantly to the increased solvent exposure were M134, 

F141 and F198, of which both M134 and F141 are part of the HA-HC hydrophobic core and 

F198 is in the HB-HC hydrophobic core (Figure 3.5C). 

 NMR studies of human PrP have shown that HA becomes less stable at acidic pH (28). 

This is in agreement with the disrupted hydrophobic packing and detachment between HA and 

HC in the mid and low pH simulations. The hydrophobic residue F141 is one of the less stable 

residues, as identified by unfolding experiments of bovine PrP (111). Such lack of stability was 

also reflected in our simulations, in which F141 detached from the hydrophobic core and became 
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solvent exposed at low pH. Previous MD simulations have shown that large displacement of HA 

can be caused by mutations that disrupt the hydrophobic packing between HA and HC (154). In 

addition, detachment of HA from HC is necessary for PrPSc fibril formation, as indicated in in 

vitro (106, 107) and in vivo (107) disulfide engineering experiments. All of these experimental 

data suggest that the displacement of HA and the exposure of the HA-HC hydrophobic region are 

related to PrP misfolding. 

 In the starting structure, F198 was buried in between HB and HC, with less than 20 Å2 

SASA of the side chain exposed. However, in the low pH simulations, the HB-HC loop became 

highly flexible (Figure 3.2B), and the side chain of F198 was exposed (~50–100 Å2). The change 

in flexibility of the HB-HC loop and the increase in solvent exposure of F198 side chain are 

possibly related to the misfolded conformation of residues 187–206 detected by a PrPSc-specific 

antibody (112). Furthermore, the F198S human pathogenic mutation causes a void in the HB-HC 

hydrophobic core and reduces the thermodynamic stability of PrP, which, in turn, increases the 

propensity of PrPSc conversion (86, 110), suggesting that the loss of hydrophobic packing with 

F198 facilitates misfolding.  

 Formation of Nonnative β-Strands   

 An increase in β-sheet content is evident in the process of PrPC misfolding to PrPSc (34–

36), and therefore, it is expected that misfolding involves the formation of nonnative β-strands. 

Previous MD simulations have indicated that the flexible N-terminus can form nonnative strands, 

and they are the putative aggregation sites for PrPSc oligomerization (51, 52). Although 

misfolding is rare, some of our simulations captured the misfolding process. Nonnative strands 
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were formed in low pH simulation 3 and mid pH simulation 2. In both simulations, the native 

strand, S1, served as the nucleation site for recruiting the nonnative strands from the flexible N-

terminus. The process of nonnative β-strand formation is described in detail below.  

Hydrophobic Contacts at Low pH 

 In low pH simulation 3, a nonnative strand formed at the flexible N-terminus, in which 

residues 116-120 docked to the native strand S1 (Figure 3.6A). Hydrophobic contacts between 

M129 and residues at the N-terminus facilitated the nucleation of the nonnative strand (Figure 

3.6B). The starting structure of the N-terminus was extended away from the globular domain, 

and only A118 and M129 were in contact. After 11.6 ns, the N-terminus collapsed, and V112 

was in contact with M129. At 29.1 ns, residues A118, V112 and M109 formed a hydrophobic 

cluster around M129. At this point, a β-bridge was already formed between the nonnative strand 

region and S1 (Figure 3.6C). Eventually, the nonnative β-strand was formed at 32.6 ns, with 

A116 participating in the hydrophobic cluster around M129. This β-strand was stable for 

approximately 10 ns (Figure 3.6C). 

 The process of forming the nonnative β-strand was driven by hydrophobic contacts with 

M129. Prion protective polymorphisms in both human (155) and cervid (156, 157) PrP at residue 

129 are found in nature, suggesting that residue 129 play a key role in misfolding, and Chen et 

al., 2014, addresses the differences between M129 and V129 in human PrP simulations (158). 

Hydrophobic residues M109, V112, A116 and A118 make contact with M129 and are part of the 

neurotoxic peptide, PrP 106–126 (94, 159–161), which becomes enriched in β-structure at acidic 

pH (159, 160). These experimental observations lend support to our MD-derived misfolded 
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structure at low pH, whereby residues 116–120 at the N-terminus formed a nonnative β-strand 

driven by hydrophobic contacts with M129. 

Polar Contacts at Mid pH 

 In mid pH simulation 2, R164 and Q168 formed hydrogen bonds with the backbone 

carbonyls of residues 125–127 near the N-terminus of S1 (Figure 3.7A,B). Such hydrogen bonds 

resulted in the backbone amides of residues 125–127 pointing away from the globular domain of 

the PrP. This backbone conformation favored the formation of a hairpin turn, which was 

observed after 11.7 ns in simulation (Figure 3.7A). Residues 121–123 formed stable β-bridges 

with residues 126 and 127 (Figure 3.7C). At 32.1 ns, residues 118–119 formed another pair of β-

bridges with residue 121. The hairpin turn residues 123–127 at the N-terminus of S1 had a 

similar conformation compared to the turn residues of α-hairpins found in previous MD 

simulations of the PrP (121) and polyglutamine peptides (162). α-sheet structures represent 

putative toxic conformers in amyloid disease (92). The terminal turn residues in an α-hairpin 

have αL conformations (162). In this mid pH simulation, the αL backbone conformation at 

residue 127 was stabilized by backbone hydrogen bonds with the side chains of R164 and Q168. 

At 39.4 ns, Q168 lost its hydrogen bond with residue 126. Instead, the R164 side chain formed 

two hydrogen bonds with the backbone carbonyls of residues 126 and 127. This pair of side 

chain-main chain hydrogen bonds also stabilized the αL conformation at residue 127, thereby 

stabilizing the hairpin turn. Furthermore, the side chain conformation of R164 was stabilized by 

a salt bridge with D178 (occupied throughout the entire simulation). 

 Residues 168 and 178 are related to prion-susceptible polymorphisms (163) and a human 

PrP pathogenic mutation (164) respectively. Previous MD simulations have shown that the loss 
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of the native salt bridge, R164-D178, caused by the pathogenic D178N mutation, does not 

significantly disrupt the structured C-terminal domain of the PrP (165), thus implicating that the 

misfolding may occur elsewhere in the PrP,  such as the flexible N-terminal region. As shown in 

mid pH simulation 2, the R164-D178 salt bridge contributed to the nonnative strand formation at 

the N-terminus: the stable salt bridge R164-D178 placed the guanidinium group of R164 in the 

same plane as S1. Under this conformation, side chain of R164 interacted with the backbone 

carbonyl of G126 and G127, supporting the hairpin formation at the flexible N-terminus. As for 

Q168, its side chain also formed hydrogen bonds with the hairpin turn residues, G126 and G127. 

Since polymorphism at residue 168 modulates the prion susceptibility of sheep (163) and the 

mouse PrP mutation Q168R completely abolishes PrPSc formation (166), we hypothesize that 

Q168 plays an important role in PrP misfolding. 

 The biological relevance of residues 168 and 178 supports our computational results; 

both residues 168 and 178 facilitated the nonnative strand formation at the flexible N-terminus. 

Residues 168 and 178 stabilized the αL conformation at residue 127, facilitating formation of a 

new hairpin. This resulted in an increase in β-sheet content, which is a hallmark of misfolding. 

3.4 Materials and Methods 

 The starting structure of the simulations was derived from the NMR structure of bovine 

PrP obtained at pH 4.5 (PDB code: 1DWY (30)). The missing regions, the flexible N-terminus 

(residues 90–127) and the C-terminus (residues 228–231), were manually constructed, as 

described previously (44). It is important to include the N-terminal fragment, because there is 

strong evidence that it plays an important role in misfolding (77, 115, 120, 167). Briefly, residues 
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90–127 were constructed using limited Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) restraints from the 

hamster PrP for the same region. The flexible N-terminus was built such that it lies 

approximately perpendicular to S1 and S2. The N-terminus was extended away from the globular 

domain, to minimize interactions that could bias simulations. The C-terminal residues 228–231 

were manually built by extending the C-terminus of HC.  

 The pH environment of the simulation was modeled by altering the protonation state of 

amino acids. At neutral pH, all glutamates and aspartates were unprotonated (negatively 

charged). H144 was δ-protonated, whereas all other histidines were ε-protonated, following the 

results of Langella et al. (99). Langella et al. have estimated the pKa values of the human PrP. 

Their results show that H140 prefers the δ tautomeric form, whereas all other histidines preferred 

the ε tautomeric form at neutral pH. At mid pH, all histidines were doubly protonated (positive 

charge). Aspartates and glutamates remained unprotonated. Since the lowest pKa among 

histidine residues in PrP is ~5.5 (99) and the pKa of aspartic and glutamic acids are ~4, the mid 

pH environment in simulation roughly corresponds to pH 5. At low pH, all aspartic and glutamic 

acids residues were protonated, and histidines were doubly protonated. Therefore, the pH in 

which simulations were performed should be lower than the pKa values of Glu and Asp residues 

(pKa ~4). 

 MD simulations were performed at 298 K using in lucem molecular mechanics (ilmm) 

(129). The NVE microcanonical ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume and total energy) 

was employed. The Levitt et al. force field (130) was employed for the protein. Preparation of 

the simulation followed previously described protocols (132). Briefly, the steepest descent 

minimization was performed for the starting structure in vacuo for 1,000 steps. The minimized 
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structure was placed in an empty rectangular water box with the following dimensions: 88.7 Å 

by 77.1 Å by 48.1 Å. The system contained 10,100 water molecules, and the box volume was set 

to reproduce the density of water at 298 K (0.997 g/mL (168)). The F3C water model (131) was 

implemented. The walls of the periodic box were at least 10 Å away from the protein. Water 

molecules were minimized for 1,000 steps. After that, 1 ps of water dynamics was performed to 

heat the system to 298 K. Water molecules were minimized for another 500 steps. The protein 

was then minimized for 500 steps. For every two steps, a force-shifted non-bonded cutoff of 10 

Å was updated (169). A time step of 2 fs was used for performing MD simulations. Five 50 ns 

simulations were performed at neutral, mid and low pH each, in total amounting to 750 ns of 

simulations. Random number seeds were used to randomize the initial velocities for atoms in 

different simulation replicates. 

 ilmm (129) was used to perform Cα RMSD, DSSP (Define Secondary Structure of 

Proteins) (134) and SASA (133) analyses at 10 ps granularity. The Cα RMSF was measured 

using 1 ns windows throughout the simulations and averaged across all five simulations for each 

pH regime. Native sheet angles were measured at 100 ps granularity. Briefly, a vector was used 

to fit the Cα atoms on each native strand (residues 128–131 for S1 and 161–164 for S2). The 

angle between the two vectors were calculated using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) (170). 

Atomic contacts were classified as salt bridges (N-O distances ≤4.6 Å between oppositely 

charged residues), hydrogen bonds (H-acceptor distance ≤2.6 Å and donor-H-acceptor angle 

>135o) and hydrophobic contacts (C-C distance ≤5.4 Å). Polar contacts included both salt 

bridges and hydrogen bonds formed between atoms. For the neutral pH simulations, the averaged 

values were over four simulations. This is because neutral pH simulation 4 had a large 
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conformational change at HA (average HA Cα RMSD = 8 Å). Due to the significant deviation 

from the native structure, neutral pH simulation 4 was considered an outlier. 

3.5 Conclusions 

 We have identified common misfolding events of bovine PrP at mid and low pH, such as: 

(1) detachment of HA from HC; (2) an increase in solvent exposure of the hydrophobic core; and 

(3) the formation of nonnative strands in the flexible N-terminus. The HB and HC helices 

remained largely intact, in agreement with the experiment (54). Although putative misfolded 

structures in both the mid and low pH simulations had nonnative strands at the flexible N-

terminus, the mechanisms by which nonnative strands formed at mid and low pH simulations 

were significantly different. At mid pH, a network of polar contacts involving the Q168 and 

D178 side chains stabilized the hairpin turn at the N-terminus of S1, thus favoring the formation 

of a stable nonnative strand at the flexible N-terminus. At low pH, M129 formed hydrophobic 

contacts with residues at the N-terminus, facilitating the formation of a nonnative strand. The 

presence of different misfolding pathways of bovine PrP is consistent with the heterogeneous 

nature of PrPSc. The key residues involved in misfolding are related to single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms M129 and Q168 associated with prion disease susceptibility, and the pathogenic 

mutation D178N, thereby supporting the biological relevance of our simulation results. These 

simulations provide further insight into how PrPC misfolds into a β-sheet rich structure under 

acidic pH conditions. Furthermore, the identified misfolded structures may help with the 

construction of oligomeric bovine PrPSc models and provide much-needed clues to understand 

the molecular mechanism of disease transmission.  
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Table 3.1 Population of polar contacts between pairs of residues 

All polar contacts listed are between residue side chains, except for Y162-T183, in which the 
side chain of T183 formed a hydrogen bond with the backbone amide of Y162. Contacts were 
calculated for the last 25 ns in simulations 
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Figure 3.1 Native structure of bovine PrPC (residues 90–231) 

HA (residues 144–154), HB (residues 173–194) and HC (residues 200–228), S1 (residues 
128–131) and S2 (residues 161–164) are colored in cyan, blue and yellow, respectively. Loop 
regions are colored in gray. The flexible N-terminal residues 90–127 and C-terminal residues 
228–231 were manually constructed. The structure for residues 128–227 was obtained from 
the bovine PrP NMR structure (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code: 1DWY) (30). 
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Figure 3.2 Cα root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square fluctuations 

(RMSF) of the bovine PrP simulations 

(A) Residue 128–225 Cα RMSD of the neutral, mid and low pH simulations plotted over time. 
The area in between the dotted lines is within one standard deviation of the 25–50 ns averaged 
Cα RMSD of the neutral pH simulations. (B) Averaged Cα RMSF plotted for all residues in 
neutral, mid and low pH simulations. The inset plot shows Cα RMSF for residues 128–225 in a 
magnified scale. Native secondary structures of the PrP are shown at the top of the Cα RMSF 
plots. 
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Figure 3.3 Conformational changes of bovine PrP at mid and low pH 

(A) Starting structure of the globular domain (residues 128–228) is shown in gray. HA 
(residues 144–156) and the native sheet (residues 128–131 and 161–164) are colored in blue 
and yellow, respectively. Top: the starting structure of the globular domain of the PrP. The 
stable core region (residues 174–186 and 200–219) is in red. Middle and Bottom: the starting 
structure of the globular domain overlapped with frames from 25–50 ns of  
mid and low pH simulations for HA and the native sheet. The structures are aligned to the 
stable core region. (B) Cα RMSD difference (∆Cα RMSD) from the average value (last  
25 ns) of the neutral pH simulations. The ∆Cα RMSD of the globular domain and HA are 
colored in gray and blue, respectively. The dotted lines indicate Cα RMSD standard deviations 
of the neutral pH simulations. (C) Average Cα RMSD of the native sheet (yellow) and inter-
strand angle between S1 and S2 (magenta) for the last 25 ns in each simulation. The area 
within the yellow dotted lines indicates values within one standard deviation of the averaged 
Cα RMSD of the neutral pH simulations. Dotted lines in magenta indicate the extreme angles 
in neutral pH simulations.  
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Figure 3.4 Changes in polar contacts at different pH 

Structures from neutral pH simulation 1, mid pH simulation 2 and low pH simulation 2 at 30 
ns are shown in (A) and (B). Red dotted circles indicate polar contacts. Relevant polar residues 
are shown as sticks. (A) Relevant polar contacts around HA. HA is colored in cyan. (B) 
Relevant polar contacts around S2. The backbone of S2 is shown as sticks with carbon atoms 
colored in yellow.  
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Figure 3.5 Disruption of the hydrophobic core 

(A) Two regions of the hydrophobic core: HA-HC (red) includes residues 134, 137, 139, 141, 
205, 209 and 213; HB-HC (blue) includes residues 175, 176, 179, 180, 184, 198, 203, 206, 210, 
214 and 215. (B) Side chain solvent accessible surface area (SASA) deviation from the averaged 
neutral pH simulation for the last 25 ns. Red and blue bars correspond to the HA-HC and HB-HC 
hydrophobic core region, respectively. The area within a pair of dotted lines indicates values 
within one standard deviation of the averaged SASA of the neutral pH simulations. (C) 
Representative structures in which significant SASA increased in mid and low pH simulations. 
Magenta and orange residues are residues that become significantly exposed in the HB-HC 
region and the HA-HC region, respectively.  
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Figure 3.6 Illustration of nonnative β-strand formation at the N-terminus facilitated by  

N-terminal hydrophobic contacts with M129 in low pH simulation 3 

(A) The top panel shows the bovine PrP, with important hydrophobic residues indicated by 
spheres. Residues in red participate in the nonnative β-strand. The lower panel shows the close-
up view of M129 and its neighboring residues. (B) Hydrophobic contacts with M129 over time.  
(C) PrP secondary structure. Orange and red regions indicate β-structures. A nonnative strand 
was formed during 30–42 ns.  
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Figure 3.7 Illustration of nonnative strand formation at the N-terminus facilitated by  

N-terminal polar contacts with side chains of R164 and Q168 in mid pH simulation 2 

(A) The top panel shows the PrP construct with the nonnative strands colored in red and 
magenta. Side chains of R164, Q168 and D178 are shown as sticks. The lower panel shows the 
close-up view of R164, Q168 and relevant N-terminal residues. (B) Hydrogen bonds and salt 
bridge formed with R164 or Q168 over time. (C) Analysis of PrP secondary structure. Orange 
and red regions indicate β-structures. A nonnative strand was formed during 11.7–50 ns.  
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Chapter 4 

 SIMULATIONS OF MEMBRANE-BOUND 

DIGLYCOSYLATED HUMAN PRION PROTEIN  

4.1 Summary 

 Prion diseases are associated with the misfolding of the prion protein (PrP) from its 

normal cellular form (PrPC) to its infectious scrapie form (PrPSc). Posttranslational modifications 

of PrP in vivo can play an important role in modulating the process of misfolding. To gain more 

insight into the effects of posttranslational modifications on PrP structure and dynamics, we have 

performed molecular dynamics simulations of diglycosylated human PrPC bound to a lipid 

bilayer via a glycophosphatidylinositol anchor. Multiple simulations were performed at three 

different pH ranges to explore pH effects on structure and dynamics. In contrast to simulations of 

protein-only PrPC, no large effects were observed upon lowering the pH of the system. The 

protein tilted toward the membrane surface in all of the simulations and the putative PrPSc 

oligomerization sites became inaccessible, thereby offering a possible protective mechanism 

against PrPSc-induced misfolding of PrPC. 

4.2 Introduction 

 Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs) are fatal neurodegenerative diseases 

in mammals associated with misfolding of the prion protein (PrP). TSEs include a range of 

diseases in humans and other mammals, such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) and bovine 

spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or mad cow disease). These diseases are caused by the 

misfolding of the prion protein from its native conformation (PrPC) to a disease-related form 
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(PrPSc) (82, 135, 171). PrPC is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor membrane-bound 

protein and it is usually diglycosylated at Asn181 and Asn197 (172, 173). The native structure of 

PrPC consists of a flexible N-terminal region (residues 23-127) and a structured C-terminal 

globular domain (residues 128-228). There are three helices - HA (residues 144-154), HB 

(residues 173-194), and HC (residues 200-228) - and two β-strands – S1 (residues 128-131) and 

S2 (residues 161-164) - in the structured globular domain (Figure 1.1). PrPC is presented at the 

cell surface of neurons, and it has been implicated in signal transduction (116, 174, 175) and 

metal metabolism (19, 176–178).  

 The central hypothesis of prion diseases is that they are a protein-only disease, whereby 

the prion protein is the only agent required for propagation and transmission of the disease. 

Recombinant PrP, which lacks glycans and the GPI anchor, is the primary construct used in 

experimental studies. However, non-protein moieties affect the disease process in vivo. The N-

linked glycans influence PrP expression, distribution (within regions of the brain and among 

different types of neuronal cells) and deposition of PrPSc in vivo (172, 173). The glycans have 

also been observed to modify the conformation of PrPC and/or affect the affinity of PrPC for a 

particular strain of PrPSc (124, 179–181). Nonetheless, based on the protein structure alone, 

recombinant PrPC appears to be a good model for biologically relevant forms of PrPC, because 

the structures of diglycosylated human PrPC and recombinant PrPC are similar, as indicated by 

circular dichroism (CD) and NMR (182). 

 Most of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies of PrP only focus on the 

protein-only portion (PrPprot), i.e. the simulations include neither the posttranslational 

modifications nor the membrane environment. Various computational studies have been 
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performed on PrPprot at acidic pH ranges (44, 64). Experiments indicate that low pH cellular 

environments, such as endocytic organelles, play a role in misfolding (147, 148). In order to 

provide a realistic simulation environment of PrPC to determine the pH effects on misfolding, it 

is necessary to include the non-protein moieties in simulations. 

 So far there has been only one membrane MD simulation study of the GPI-anchored 

diglycosylated PrPC (152), in which both PrPprot, and the full construct including the membrane, 

glycans and GPI anchor (PrPmem) were simulated at neutral and low pH. The simulation began 

with the protein perpendicular to the membrane to allow for interactions between the two to 

evolve naturally. However, only a total of 30 ns simulation of PrPmem system was performed at 

that time. Here we build upon on that work by performing multiple, longer PrPmem simulations 

that include the glycans, GPI anchor and lipid membrane, so that we can explore the conversion 

pathway of PrPC and its structural dynamics under physiological conditions. We performed 

simulations of the PrPmem system in triplicate at low, mid, and neutral pH. Each simulation was 

80 ns long, increasing our sampling time from 30 ns to 720 ns. As a result, we have confirmed 

our earlier findings and observed interactions between the protein and non-protein moieties that 

potentially modulate conversion of PrPC. We found that the structured C-terminal domain of PrP 

is more stable with glycans and membrane than without such non-protein moieties. The glycans 

did not form contacts with the membrane, but the Asn181 glycan formed contacts with the 

flexible N-terminus of PrP. In addition, PrP in the PrPmem simulations tilted in an angle such that 

the putative oligomerization sites on PrP were buried against the membrane surface.  Our 

findings shed light on why conversion of PrPC to PrPSc is more efficient with the bare 

recombinant protein than with membrane-bound PrPC. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

 The starting structure of the PrPprot system was created using the NMR human PrPC 

structure (PDB:1QLX). The missing N-terminal residues 90-127 were added to the structure 

such that the N-terminus extended away from the structured globular domain to avoid bias in 

sampling the N-terminus conformation, as described previously (44, 152). The PrPmem system, in 

addition to the NMR structure, was created by placing the PrP on a phosphatidylcholine (POPC) 

lipid bilayer (Figure 1.1). The GPI anchor was embedded in the lipid bilayer and attached to the 

C-terminus of the PrP. Glycans were attached to the glycosylation sites at Asn181 and Asn197. 

Simulations of both PrPprot and PrPmem systems were performed at neutral, mid and low pH. The 

pH environment was modeled by altering the protonation states of charged residues (see 

Materials and Methods). All simulations were performed at 37 °C.  

 Misfolding in Protein-only PrPC simulations 

 PrPprot simulations (without glycans and membrane) at neutral, mid and low pH yielded 

structures that deviate significantly from the starting structure. Cα root-mean square deviation 

(RMSD) was used to detect gross conformational changes in simulations. The average Cα 

RMSD for the globular domain (residues 128-228) for neutral, mid and low pH simulations were 

2.12 ± 0.5 Å, 2.59 ± 0.38 Å and 2.96 ± 1.27Å, thus indicating a trend in which the lower the pH, 

the more the structure changed. One of the major contributors to the increase in Cα RMSD at 

low pH was the HA helix region: the HA helix along with its preceding loop (S1-HA loop) was 

displaced from its native position and resulted in significant disruption in hydrophobic contacts 

(Figure 4.2A,B). Such a conformational change was also observed in previous simulations on 
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human PrP pathogenic mutants (63, 88) and low pH simulations of the human PrP (44). 

Hydrophobic packing is crucial to protein stability, and disruption of the S1-HA loop packing 

increases the aggregation tendency of PrP. In addition, detachment of the S1-HA loop from the 

HC helix is necessary for PrPSc fibrillation, as indicated in both in vitro (106, 107) and in vivo 

(107) disulfide engineering experiments. These experiments support our earlier hypothesis that 

PrPC misfolding involves the exposure of the hydrophobic S1-HA loop, with the formation of a 

new hydrophobic strand that is a site for PrPSc-oligomerization. We denoted this oligomerization 

site as the E4 strand, since it consistently forms an extended structure in simulations of various 

PrP species at low pH (51, 52, 54). 

 In addition to the E4 strand, another nonnative strand (denoted E1) forms at the N-

terminus in the PrPprot simulations (Figure 4.2C). The E1 strand was recruited by the native 

strand S1, and our previous simulations also have formed this E1 strand, which ranges from 

residues 113-122 (50–52). We have hypothesized that the formation of the E1 strand is another 

hallmark of PrP misfolding, and that the E1 strand is also a site for PrPSc-oligomerization. Our 

results are in agreement with experiments indicating that the PrP peptides within residues 106-

127 of the N-terminus aggregate and form β-sheet-rich oligomers and fibrils (183–186). 

Interestingly, a recent crystal structure of a PrP (in complex with a PrPSc-inhibitory nanobody) 

also has an E1 strand consisting of N-terminal residues 118-122 (Figure 4.2C) (53), thus lending 

further support to our MD-derived misfolded structures. 

 In order to interpret our MD-derived misfolded PrPSc structures in the context of the 

oligomerization process, we have previously proposed the spiral model. In the spiral model, 

simulated misfolded PrPSc structures were assembled by docking the E1 strand of one monomer 
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to an adjacent neighbor at the E4 strand, and thus the monomers are arranged along a three-fold 

screw-axis (Figure 4.3A,B). The spiral model has been previously validated by various 

experimental data (51, 54), and recent experimental data on PrPSc soluble oligomers lend further 

support to our model (63). 

 Although misfolding was observed in the PrPprot simulations, the experimental data 

suggest that the membrane-bound PrPC are more resistant to misfolding, since neither acidic 

treatment (187) nor denaturants (188) have been shown to induce misfolding or oligomerization 

of membrane-bound PrPC. Furthermore, unlike the bare recombinant PrP, membrane-bound PrPC 

is resistant to PrPSc-induced misfolding unless it is released from membranes by phospholipase C 

digestion (187, 189). We hypothesize two possible mechanisms by which the posttranslational 

modifications and the membrane environment contribute to the misfolding-resistance: (1) the 

glycans and membrane environment provide contacts that stabilize the native structure of PrPC; 

and (2) the glycans and membrane environment shield the putative oligomerization sites, strands 

E1 and E4, thereby providing a steric barrier to misfolding and oligomerization. In the following 

results from our PrPmem simulations, we evaluate the stability of the PrP using Cα RMSD, NOE 

satisfaction and contact analyses. After that, we also detail the contacts and relative positions 

between PrP and the glycans, and between PrP and the membrane. We conclude by theorizing 

how the glycans and the membrane contribute to the protective mechanisms against PrP 

misfolding. 
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 Conformational changes in PrPmem simulations 

 Gross conformational changes of PrP in the PrPmem simulations are reflected in the Cα 

RMSD relative to the starting structure. In all pH regimes, the average Cα RMSDs of the 

globular domain of PrP (residues 128-228) were within the range of 1.5-2.0 Å (Figure 4.4), 

reflecting the retention of the native-like globular domain structure. The Cα root-mean square 

fluctuations (RMSF) about the average structure after equilibration reflect the mobility for each 

residue in the protein. The Cα RMSF values of the residues in the globular domain were less 

than 2.0 Å in all pH regimes, whereas those of the residues in the flexible N-terminus fall in the 

range of 2.0 – 5.0 Å (Figure 4.5). 

 NOE satisfaction by PrPmem simulations 

 Using our previously described method (44), the PrP structures in the PrPmem simulations 

were compared to the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) restraints of the human PrP E200K 

mutant (190), which is structurally similar to wild type human PrP. The NOE restraints are 

available for residues 125-230, which cover the structured, helical domain of PrP. Structures 

from the neutral, mid, and low pH PrPmem simulations satisfied 88% of the 2641 NOEs, in all pH 

regimes. Therefore, PrP structures from our PrPmem simulations are similar to the NMR 

structures of the human recombinant PrP regardless of the pH environment. This is in agreement 

with CD experiments that confirm that PrPC retains a helix-rich native structure when bound to 

POPC vesicles (191). 
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 Acidic pH effects on PrPmem simulations 

 A few contact differences were observed in mid and low pH simulations compared to the 

neutral pH simulations (Table 3.1). The mid pH simulations lost the contact Glu152-His155, but 

gained His140-Asp147. These two contact changes were caused by the protonation of histidine 

residues at mid pH. As for the low pH simulations, only two residue contacts were significantly 

disrupted: Leu125-Ile182 and Tyr157-Phe198. The contact Leu125-Ile182 was affected 

primarily due to the loss of a hydrogen bond between side chains of Tyr128 and Asp178. As for 

the contact Tyr157-Phe198, Phe198 became more exposed and lost hydrophobic packing with 

Tyr157. Other than changes in contacts, residues 154-157 at the C-terminal of HA lost helicity in 

both the mid and low pH simulations compared to neutral pH (Table 3.1).  These minor 

structural and intramolecular contact changes were all directly affected by the protonated 

residues at mid and low pH. These contact changes were localized and did not have a significant 

impact on the structural, as indicated by globular Cα RMSD (Figure 4.4). Our results are 

consistent with experiment, which indicates that low pH misfolding is inefficient for membrane-

bound PrP (187). 

 PrPmem vs PrPprot: Major difference in intramolecular interactions 

 There were three PrP regions with significant contact differences between PrPmem and 

PrPprot: the Phe198 hydrophobic pocket, the native sheet packing with the HB and HC helices, 

and the packing between HC and the S1-HA loop. A list of relevant contact occupancies are 

shown in (Table 4.2). Overall, the contacts in the PrPmem simulations were much more stable than 

those in PrPprot. These three areas that differ are discussed in detail below. 
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 In the PrPmem simulations, Phe198 was buried and its average side chain solvent 

accessible surface areas (SASAs) for neutral, mid, and low pH simulations were only 4, 13, and 

19 Å2, respectively. On the other hand, the SASAs of Phe198 in the PrPprot simulations were at 

least three to four times greater (Figure 4.6). As Phe198 became exposed, the contacts between 

Phe198 and Met206 were lost in the mid and low pH PrPprot simulations (Table 4.2). The 

exposure of Phe198 was accompanied by the formation of the nonnative His187-Asp202 salt 

bridge. The side chains of His187 and Asp202 occupied the native side chain position of Phe198 

(Figure 4.7A). This nonnative salt bridge kept the side chain of Phe198 in a solvent exposed 

conformation, which is consistent with our previous PrPprot simulations (44). On the other hand, 

in all PrPmem simulations, Phe198 retained stable core contacts with neighboring residues, 

including His187 and Met206. The side chain motion of Phe198 was deterred by the bulky 

glycan attached to Asn197. As a result, the side chain of Phe198 was always buried in between 

HB and HC in all PrPmem simulations. 

 In all PrPmem simulations, the native S2 sheet was tightly packed to HB and HC, such that 

Thr183 formed a stable contact with Gln160 (Figure 4.7B). The residue contact between Gln160 

and Met213 on HC was populated on average >80% of the time in the neutral and mid pH 

PrPmem simulations (Table 3.1), but such contact was less stable in the low pH simulations (36% 

occupancy). On the other hand, all of the PrPprot simulations, regardless of pH, showed a 

significant loss in both Gln160-Thr183 and Gln160-Met213 contacts. Other than the packing 

between S2 and the helices HB and HC, there were two hydrogen bonds that contributed to the 

stability of this region: Tyr128-Asp178 and Tyr162-Thr183. The side chain of Tyr128 on S1 

stabilized the native sheet by hydrogen bonding to the side chain of Asp178 on HB (Figure 
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4.7B). As for the side chain of Thr183, it hydrogen bonded with the backbone amide of Tyr162 

(Figure 4.7B).  These hydrogen bonds were more prevalent in PrPmem simulations than PrPprot 

simulations. Overall, the native sheet in PrPmem formed stable packing interactions and hydrogen 

bonds while such interactions were lost in PrPprot simulations. 

 Contacts in the S1-HA loop were more variable due to the conformational flexibility of 

this loop. One of the relatively robust contacts formed in PrPmem simulations was Arg136-

Val209, in which the hydrophobic portion of the side chain of Arg136 packed against the side 

chain of Val209 on HC (Figure 4.7C). In PrPprot, however, this contact was diminished and 

highly variable across simulations. Such loss of contacts between S1-HA loop and HC was 

expected, since the HA helix of the low pH PrPprot simulations was highly mobile and 

occasionally detached from HC (Figure 4.8). 

 Interactions between the membrane and the flexible N-terminus 

 In all PrPmem simulations (except for the third neutral pH run), the flexible N-terminus 

(residues 90-127) formed contacts with the membrane surface (Figure 4.9). In two separate 

simulations, His96 and Lys101 each formed long-lasting salt bridges with the phosphate groups 

on the membrane surface (Figure 4.10A and B). These two positively charged residues are within 

the residues 90-110, which are one of the charged clusters of PrP (192). Charge clusters of PrP 

are important for electrostatic interactions involved in membrane association (193). At acidic pH, 

PrP binds to anionic lipids with higher affinity (194). The pH effect was reflected in our mid pH 

simulation in which the doubly-protonated His96 formed a stable salt bridge with a phosphate 

group on the membrane (Figure 4.10A), whereas the ε-protonated histidine residues in the 
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neutral pH simulations did not form such long-lasting contacts with the phosphates on the 

membrane surface. 

 Interactions between the glycans and the flexible N-terminus 

 The N-terminus of PrP interacted with the Asn181 glycan via Lys residues, but not with 

the Asn197 glycan. For example, in neutral pH simulation 3, Lys101 formed stable contacts with 

the Asn181 glycan (Figure 4.11A), preventing the N-terminus from forming contacts with the 

membrane (Figure 4.9). At mid pH, Lys104 also formed stable contacts with the Asn181 glycan 

in a similar conformation (Figure 4.11B). At low pH, Lys104 bound to the Asn181 glycan in a 

conformation different from that of the neutral and mid pH simulations, but with the same effect 

(Figure 4.11C). 

 Such consistent interactions between lysine residues and the Asn181 glycan were 

surprising findings and heretofore unrecognized. However, it is known that the charge clusters at 

the flexible N-terminus of PrP are important for binding glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), such as 

heparin, chondroitin sulfate, and hyaluronic acid (195). Given the similar constituents of GAGs 

and glycans, it is reasonable to expect that the charge cluster of the flexible N-terminus can bind 

to the glycans, as indicated in our simulations. Glycosylation of PrP impedes the conversion 

efficiency in in vitro conversion assays (196). While these large glycans can sterically inhibit 

PrPSc-induced misfolding, our results suggest that glycans can also bind to N-terminal lysine 

residues, thereby deterring the N-terminus from forming the E1 strand, which is a hallmark for 

misfolding. Other than retardation of the misfolding process, glycans also play a complicated 

role in prion propagation (196). Given that the glycans can form stable interactions with the 
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flexible N-terminus of PrP, different glycans may induce different N-terminal conformations, 

thus influencing strain-specific prion propagation, which is sensitive to conformational changes 

in PrPSc. 

 Tilting of the structured C-terminal domain on the membrane 

 In all of the PrPmem simulations, PrP tilted toward the membrane. For example, the angle 

between HC and the membrane surface dropped from 90 to ~30o by the end of the simulations 

(Figure 4.12A and Figure 4.13). This tilting motion buried the putative E1 and E4 

oligomerization sites on the membrane surface. Exposure of residues 135-140 (the E4 region) 

was probed, and in low pH simulation 1, as an example, its exposure dropped from ~500 Å2 to < 

200 Å2 by 45 ns (Figure 4.12A). This significant reduction was due to the tilting motion of PrP, 

which buried the E4 epitope (Figure 4.12B). The distance between the E4 region and the 

membrane surface was also measured (Figure 4.12A). This tilted conformation was stable and 

buried the E4 epitope around 45 ns and remained as such until the end of the simulation. The 

other putative oligomerization site, the E1 strand, was formed only in low pH simulation 3 

(Figure 4.14). However, with a 30o tilt, the E1 strand was buried on the membrane surface. We 

hypothesize that the tilting motion of the membrane-bound PrPC retards PrPSc-induced 

misfolding by masking putative oligomerization sites on PrPC (Figure 4.15). Experiments 

broadly support this hypothesis, given that membrane-bound PrP is more resistant to misfolding 

than free PrP (187, 188), but more direct experimental studies of these regions would be helpful. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

 Overall, the PrPmem simulations were extremely stable and preserved a native-like PrPC 

structure in all pH regimes, unlike the PrPprot simulation of free unglycosylated PrPC. In most of 

PrPmem simulations, the flexible N-terminus formed sporadic contacts with the membrane except 

for a few lysine and histidine residues in the N-terminus that formed stable salt bridges with the 

phosphate groups on the membrane. The glycans may modulate the misfolding process by 

interfering with the E1 formation at the N-terminus through direct contacts with lysine residues 

at the N-terminus. The tilting motion of membrane-bound PrP buried the E4 and E1 regions, 

both of which are putative oligomerization sites. This led us to hypothesize that the tilted 

conformation of membrane-bound PrPC protects critical regions of PrPC and deters PrPSc-induced 

misfolding.  

4.5 Materials and Methods 

 Starting structures of PrPprot and PrPmem 

 For PrPprot, the starting coordinates for the globular region (residues 125-228) were 

obtained from the human NMR structure (73) (PDBID: 1QLX). The NMR structure was then 

extended to include residues 90-230, because this construct consist of regions that are critical to 

capture misfolding, especially at the N-terminus. In order to model residues 90-230 of PrP, the 

missing N-terminal residues were added to the structure such that the N-terminus extended away 

from the protein to avoid bias, as described previously (44, 152). To construct PrPmem, non-

protein moieties of the system were added to PrPprot system as described previously (152). 

Briefly, two 13-residue glycans were attached to Asn181 and Asn197, and the GPI anchor was 
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attached to the C-terminus of PrP. The GPI anchor was embedded in the POPC membrane 

bilayer, which consists of 335 lipid-molecules. The lipid bilayer was modelled based on the 

structure built by the Schulten group (197). 

 MD simulation 

 For both PrPprot and PrPmem simulations, the starting structures were solvated in a pre-

equilibrated rectangular water box (131) with a density of 0.993 g/ml, which is the experimental 

density for water at 37 °C (168). Detailed methods of the PrPprot simulations have been described 

previously (44, 63). For the PrPmem system simulations, the periodic box, which extended >20 Å 

from any solute atom above and below, had the following dimension: 94 × 98 × 147 Å. Neutral, 

mid, and low pH ranges were modelled by altering protonation states of histidine, aspartate, and 

glutamate residues, as described previously (44). The Levitt et al. force field (130) was employed 

for all MD simulations, and simulations were performed at 37 °C using in lucem molecular 

mechanics (ilmm) (129) and standard procedures (132). For the PrPmem system, triplicate 

simulations were performed for each pH, and each simulation was performed for 80 ns. For the 

PrPprot
 system, five simulations were performed for each pH regime, and each simulation was 50 

ns long. 

 MD simulation analysis 

 Analyses such as, solvent accessible surface area (SASA), definition of secondary 

structure of proteins (DSSP), Cα root-mean square deviation (RMSD), and Cα root-mean square 

fluctuation (RMSF) were performed with ilmm as previously described (44). NOE restraint data 

(BMRB 4641) were obtained from human PrP E200K (190). NOE restraint satisfaction of 
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PrPmem simulations was measured for the combined simulations in each pH regime with ilmm. 

An NOE restraint was considered satisfied if the <r-6> weighted distance between the nearest 

protons associated with the NOE was less than the upper bound or 5 Å, whichever is greater. The 

HC tilt angle was measured between a vector fit through Cα atoms of residues 200-214 on HC 

and the x-y plane. The x-y plane was an approximation of the membrane surface. Heavy atom 

contacts were considered intact when two carbon atoms were ≤ 5.4 Å apart or when other 

interacting heavy atoms were ≤ 4.6 Å apart. The population of a contact (percentage time present 

over the simulation) was averaged across simulation replicates for each pH regime. The 40-80 ns 

of PrPmem simulations and the 10-50 ns of PrPprot simulations were used to calculate the average 

contact occupancies. 
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Table 4.1 Population of contacts between residues, and helicity of C-terminal residues of 

HA 

Contacts Neutral Mid Low 

140sc-147sc* 0% ± 1% 100% ± 0% 14% ± 17% 
152-155 91% ± 15% 3% ± 3% 41% ± 38% 
125-182 100% ± 0% 70% ± 52% 12% ± 20% 

128sc-178sc* 90% ± 18% 84% ± 27% 32% ± 55% 

157-198 100% ± 1% 33% ± 58% 1% ± 1% 

Helicity Neutral Mid Low 

154 75% ± 8% 26% ± 35% 41% ± 48% 
155 22% ± 12% 2% ± 3% 0% ± 0% 
156 20% ± 13% 1% ± 2% 0% ± 0% 

157 16% ± 12% 1% ± 2% 0% ± 0% 
  

* Polar contacts between side chain (sc) residues only. 
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Table 4.2 Population of contacts for PrPmem and PrPprot simulations 

 

Contacts 
PrPmem PrPprot 

Neutral Mid Low Neutral Mid Low 

Phe198 
hydrophobic 

pocket 

198-156 100 ± 0% 34 ± 57% 82 ± 19% 67 ± 42% 36 ± 46% 1 ± 1% 

198-187 100 ± 1% 100 ± 0% 99 ± 1% 78 ± 28% 13 ± 16% 40 ± 39% 

197-192 48 ± 45% 90 ± 17% 100 ± 0% 60 ± 49% 25 ± 36% 1 ± 1% 

198-206 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 99 ± 1% 79 ± 30% 30 ± 42% 23 ± 17% 

187sc-
202sc* 0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 1 ± 2% 46 ± 46% 23 ± 29% 

187sc-
156mc* 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 73 ± 24% 78 ± 12% 30 ± 44% 54 ± 50% 

Native sheet 
packing 

with HB and 
HC 

179-128 96 ± 8% 62 ± 54% 33 ± 58% 6 ± 13% 9 ± 14% 0 ± 0% 

128sc-
178sc* 78 ± 38% 64 ± 56% 22 ± 38% 9 ± 20% 28 ± 38% 0 ± 0% 

183-160 90 ± 12% 95 ± 8% 82 ± 13% 17 ± 13% 5 ± 5% 20 ± 13% 

183sc-
162mc* 83 ± 8% 80 ± 9% 87 ± 14% 54 ± 22% 56 ± 24% 73 ± 41% 

160-213 83 ± 15% 85 ± 8% 36 ± 56% 42 ± 15% 15 ± 13% 21 ± 16% 

S1-HA loop 
contacts 

134-131 41 ± 51% 100 ± 0% 66 ± 57% 31 ± 32% 10 ± 11% 40 ± 30% 

134-160 54 ± 51% 97 ± 4% 65 ± 57% 34 ± 19% 10 ± 9% 31 ± 29% 

136-209 90 ± 17% 100 ± 0% 67 ± 58% 57 ± 29% 10 ± 11% 35 ± 43% 
  

* Contacts between side chain (sc) or main chain (mc) of the residues. 
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Figure 4.1 PrPmem system used for MD simulations 

Cyan and purple colored surfaces are the glycans attached to Asn181 and Asn197, 
respectively. The GPI anchor is represented as the light-blue surface. HA (residues 144-154), 
N-terminus (residues 90-127), S1 and S2 (residues 128-131 and 161-164) are colored in cyan, 
green, and yellow, respectively. The HB (residues 173-194) and HC (residues 200-228) 
helices are in blue. Remaining loop regions are colored in gray. The carbon and oxygen atoms 
of the phosphatidylcholine (POPC) molecules are indicated as thin cyan and red lines, 
respectively. Nitrogen and phosphorus atoms are indicated as blue and brown spheres 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.2 Misfolding in PrPprot simulations 

(A) Left: starting structure; Right: helix HA structure for the last 25 ns of all PrPprot 
simulations at 1 ns granularity. Structures were aligned to the starting structure at the stable 
core residues 174-186 and 200-219, as shown in blue. Cyan, orange, and red cartoons 
represents structures from neutral, mid and low pH simulations, respectively. (B) Hydrophobic 
residues 134, 137, 139, 141, 205, 209 and 213 are shown with translucent surface and stick 
representations of the side chains. E4 region is colored in orange. Left: starting structure; 
Right: mid pH simulation 3 at 49.9 ns. (C) Formation of the E1 strand ( in red). Left: crystal 
structure (PDBID: 4KML (53)); Right: a representative MD-derived misfolded structure from 
PrPprot simulations. 
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Figure 4.3 The spiral model 

The spiral model. (A) Using an MD-derived PrPSc to construct a threefold screw-axis spiral 
model. The oligomerization site occurs between the E1 and E4 strands of the adjacent 
monomer. (B) Vertical and horizontal views of a hexameric spiral model. 
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Figure 4.4 Average Cα RMSD of the globular domain 

Average Cα RMSD of the globular domain (residue 128-228) from 40-80ns for all PrPmem 
simulations at neutral (cyan), mid (orange), and low (red) pH. Standard deviation is shown for 
each average Cα RMSD (n = 3 for each pH). Structures from all PrPmem simulations (every 1ns 
frame from 40-80 ns) are aligned to the starting globular domain structure. 
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Figure 4.5 Cα RMSF of PrPmem simulations 

Cα RMSF of neutral, mid, and low pH PrPmem simulations. Standard deviations are computed 
over the triplicate simulations for each pH. 
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Figure 4.6 Side chain SASA of Phe198 for PrPmem simulations 

Side chain SASA of Phe198 for PrPmem simulation 1 (blue), 2 (green), and 3 (orange). The 
dotted lines are average values (25-50 ns) of PrPprot simulations at neutral, mid, and low pH 
(for each pH, n = 3 for PrPmem, and n = 5 for PrPprot). 
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Figure 4.7 Differences between PrPmem and PrPprot simulations 

Structures are taken from mid pH simulations. Relevant residue contact occupancies are 
displayed. Standard deviations are computed for both PrPmem and PrPprot (For each pH, n = 3 
for PrPmem, and n = 5 for PrPprot).  (A) Phe198 hydrophobic pocket. The black oval indicates 
the nonnative salt bridge that formed in PrPprot simulation. (B) Native sheet packing with HB 
and HC. The black ovals indicate the loss of hydrogen bonds in PrPprot simulations. (C) S1-HA 
loop packing with HC. The S1-HA loop detaches from HC and loses hydrophobic packing in 
PrPprot. 
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Figure 4.8 HA displacement from the native structure 

Structures from 40-80 ns of the PrPmem simulations and 25-50 ns PrPprot simulations were 
aligned to the dark blue region (residues 174-186 and 200-219) of the neutral pH starting 
structure. Average Cα RMSD of HA was calculated for PrPmem and PrPprot simulations (for 
each pH, n = 3 for PrPmem, and n = 5 for PrPprot). Overall, HA displacement was more variable 
in PrPprot simulations than in PrPmem simulations. 
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Figure 4.9 Contacts between N-terminus and the membrane surface 

Contacts between N-terminal residues 90-117 and the membrane surface for all PrPmem 
simulations. 
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Figure 4.10 Contacts between N-terminus and the membrane surface at mid and low pH 

Contacts between residues 90-117 and the membrane are shown on the right. (A) Structure of 
membrane-bound PrP in mid pH simulation 3 at 80 ns. His96 formed a stable salt bridge with 
phosphate head group on the membrane. (B) Structure of membrane-bound PrP in low pH 
simulation 2 at 80 ns. Lys106 formed stable salt bridge with phosphate head group on the 
membrane. 
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Figure 4.11 Contacts between the Asn181 glycan and lysine residues at the flexible N-

terminus 

Contacts between residues 90-117 and the Asn181 glycan are shown in the right column. 
Relevant lysine residues, N-acetylneuraminate (NeuNAc), galactose (Gal), N-acetylglucosamine 
(GlcNAc), and fucose (Fuc) are shown as sticks. (A) Neutral pH simulation 3 at 80 ns. (B) Mid 
pH simulation 2 at 80 ns. (C) Low pH simulation 3 at 80 ns. 
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Figure 4.12 PrP tilting on the membrane burying the E4 putative oligomerization site 

(A) HC tilt angle, distance between the center of mass of E4 and the membrane surface, and 
exposure of E4 measured with a probe with a 4 Å radius, for all low pH PrPmem simulations. 
The HC tilt angle was measured between a vector that fits through Cα atoms of residue 200-
214 of HC and the membrane surface.  (B) Before and after the tilting motion in low pH 
simulation 1. 
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Figure 4.13 HC tilt angle for PrPmem simulations 

HC tilt angle for PrPmem simulation 1 (blue), 2 (green) and 3 (orange) at neutral, mid and low 
pH. 
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Figure 4.14 Buried E1 epitope in low pH simulation 3 

(A) Structure of the membrane-bound PrP in low pH simulation 3 at 80ns. The orange epitope 
is E1, which is buried on the membrane surface. (B) Secondary structure of the simulation 
over time. 
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Figure 4.15 Schematic of PrP conversion 

Without glycans and the membrane environment, PrPprot misfolds and both E1 and E4 strands 
are accessible, allowing for oligomerization. As for PrPmem, the oligomerization sites E1 and 
E4 are buried and on the membrane surface, thus preventing oligomerization. 
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Chapter 5 

COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL MODELS OF THE PRION 

OLIGOMER 

5.1 Summary 

 Prion diseases are associated with the misfolding and aggregation of the prion protein 

(PrP). PrP can exist in two different isoforms: the cellular prion protein (PrPC), which is 

innocuous and primarily consists of α-helices, and the scrapie-form PrPSc, which is infectious 

and rich in β-sheet structure. PrPSc is aggregation-prone and forms soluble oligomers that are 

neurotoxic and infectious. However, the structures of PrPSc soluble oligomers are often 

overlooked and most structural characterization efforts focus on PrPSc fibrils, which like most 

fibrils are relatively inert and nontoxic. Here we examined the three prevailing models of PrPSc – 

the β-helix, spiral and in-register parallel β-sheet model – with a variety of experimental 

structural data pertinent to PrPSc soluble oligomers, including hydrodynamic radii, epitope 

mapping data, engineered disulfide bond constraints, solution NMR data, residue exposure 

measured by tyrosine-nitration, and secondary structure content. The spiral model is consistent 

with the bulk of the experimental data, but the β-helix and the β-sheet models do not satisfy 

several critical constraints. In particular, the β-helix model lacks the flexible N-terminus 

indicated in NMR studies and several antibody epitopes, and the β-sheet model does not preserve 

any native helices, putting it at odds with antibody mapping, circular dichroism (CD) and Fourier 

transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy studies. This study lays the groundwork for future 

determination and validation of atomistic models of PrPSc oligomers. As more structural 
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information is acquired, further development of atomistic models is essential to improve our 

understanding of prion diseases and assist rational therapeutic development. 

5.2 Introduction 

 Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, or prion diseases, are associated with the 

misfolding and aggregation of the prion protein (PrP). PrP is expressed ubiquitously in 

mammalian cells and can exist in two different forms: the cellular prion protein (PrPC), and the 

disease-associated, aggregation-prone PrPSc. Conversion from PrPC to PrPSc involves misfolding 

of the PrPC in the low-pH environment of endosomes (71, 148, 149). PrPSc can aggregate and 

form soluble oligomers, which can further aggregate and develop into insoluble deposits and 

amyloid fibrils. There is increasing evidence that soluble oligomeric intermediates, but not 

fibrils, are responsible for the infectivity and neurotoxicity in prion diseases (198–200). The 

most infectious oligomer has 14-28 subunits, while the smallest infectious oligomer is a hexamer 

(200). While the structure of the C-terminal globular domain of the PrPC has been solved by 

NMR and X-ray crystallographic methods, no experimentally determined high-resolution 

structure of soluble oligomers of PrPSc are available. 

 PrPC has a flexible N-terminal region and a structured C-terminal globular domain with 

three helices HA, HB and HC, and two short native strands S1 and S2 (Figure 1.1A). Using low-

resolution structural information, researchers have proposed various atomistic models for the 

structure of PrPSc (201). The three prevailing models are the β-helix, spiral and in-register 

parallel β-sheet model (referred to as the β-sheet model) (Figure 1.1 and Figure 5.2).  
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 The β-helix model consists of threefold symmetric trimers stacked along the fibril axis 

(Figure 1.1B) (41, 42). The core consists of β-helices, while the exterior consists of the native 

helices HB and HC. The β-helix portion was modeled by threading the PrP N-terminal residues 

to the left-handed β-helix conformation of N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphate uridyltransferase 

(PDB ID: 1G97). The β-helix model was built to fit the electron microscopy image of the 2D 

crystals of prion rods purified from prion-infected hamster brain homogenates (42); these prion 

rods are infectious and have threefold symmetry. Cross-β architecture was present in these prion 

rods as indicated in X-ray diffraction studies (42, 43). 

 The spiral model (Figure 1.1C) was also checked against the 2D electron microscopy 

images of prion rods by Govaerts et al. (42). In addition to validation by various experimental 

data (51, 54), the subunits of the spiral model were derived from low pH molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations, thus providing a plausible model in which the misfolding pathway is captured 

in simulations. Other structural differences between the β-helix and spiral models are the axis of 

symmetry and the preservation of the native helix HA. The spiral model has a space group of 

P31, i.e. threefold rotation around the screw-axis (51). All three native helices are preserved, but 

two nonnative strands, E1 and E4, consistently formed in simulation. These two non-native 

strands form the binding interface between neighboring monomers. 

 The β-sheet model (Figure 1.1D), is based on various experimental data for recombinant 

PrPSc fibrils, including structural constraints inferred from electron paramagnetic resonance 

(EPR) (202, 203) and hydrogen/deuterium exchange (40, 204). This model drastically differs 

from the other two models: the subunits of the model lack native helices and consist of mostly β-

strands allowing for the formation of in-register parallel β-sheets along the fibril axis. Residues 
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159-219 form the β-sheet rich core of the fibril, whereas the remaining portions of the N-and C-

terminal residues are unstructured.  

 Previous efforts to review models focus on structural information on PrPSc fibrils, but not 

on PrP soluble oligomers (201, 205) and they typically ignore the important distinction between 

the models – they represent different states. As such, one does not necessarily expect an 

oligomer model, such as the spiral model, to be consistent with data from fibrils, nor will fibrils 

models such as the β-sheet model necessarily accurately represent oligomeric states preceding 

mature fibril formation. In this study, we compiled a list of experimental data pertinent to the 

structure of soluble oligomers of PrPSc. Using this set of experimental data, we compared the 

three prevailing atomistic models of PrPSc to experiment and evaluated them for consistency. Our 

work addresses the critical gap in our understanding of the structure of PrPSc oligomers and lays 

the foundation for future work in modeling and validating models for PrPSc soluble oligomers. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

 Residue sequence numbers reported are relative to the Syrian hamster sequence. All 

models were constructed using hamster PrP residues. 

 PrPScmodels 

 Since the smallest infectious prion unit is a hexamer (200), we have constructed hexamer 

models for the β-helix, spiral and the β-sheet model. Atomic coordinates of the trimeric unit of 

the β-helix model were provided by Govaerts et al. (41). Residues were mutated to match that of 

hamster sequence. A hexameric β-helix model was generated by stacking two trimeric units with 

one being translated by 20 Å along the fibril axis. The hexameric hamster PrP spiral model from 
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our previous study was extended: flexible regions of N- and C-terminal residues 90-108 and 220-

231 were added using Modeller (206) along with manual adjustments to avoid severe steric 

clashes. Next, in lucem molecular mechanics (ilmm) (129) was used to further minimize steric 

clashes. The hamster PrP β-sheet model was constructed manually to match the model proposed 

by Cobb et al. (202). Only the core residues 159-219 were modeled since the remaining residues 

are unstructured in this model. A hexameric β-sheet model was generated by stacking 

monomeric units along the fibril axis with a separation of 5 Å between adjacent monomers. 

 Hydrodynamic radii 

 To compare with the experimentally determined hydrodynamic radii of decamers by 

Gerber et al. (60),  all models were extended from hexamers to decamers. Using the atomic 

coordinates as the input to WinHydroPro (207), hydrodynamic radii for structured regions of the 

models were calculated. Using a previously developed method (60), we estimated the 

contribution to the overall hydrodynamic radius by unstructured regions of a PrPSc model. 

Briefly, we used an empirical equation that describes the relationship between hydrodynamic 

radius and the number of unstructured residues in a protein (208) and Flory’s scaling law (209) 

to estimate the hydrodynamic radii contribution by the unstructured residues in a decameric unit. 

The β-helix model does not have any unstructured residues. However, both the spiral and β-sheet 

models have unstructured residues: residues 90-108 for the spiral model, and residues 90-158 

and 220-231 for the β-sheet model. 
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 Solvent accessible surface area 

 Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated by ilmm using the Lee and 

Richards method (133) to compare to the experimental data on the exposure of tyrosine residues 

in PrP (37). The native SASA of the tyrosine residues was calculated by averaging the SASA 

measured in the NMR ensemble in PDB ID 1B10 (29). The SASAs for relevant tyrosine residues 

in the three PrPSc models were calculated by averaging the SASA across all subunits in each 

hexameric model. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

 PrPSc Oligomer Dimensions 

 Hydrodynamic radii of recombinant PrPSc oligomers were measured by light scattering 

and NMR methods, and such radii for PrPSc decamers are in the range of 56 – 66 Å (Table 3.1) 

(60, 210–212). The infectivity of these recombinant PrPSc oligomers is confirmed by experiments 

(213, 214), suggesting that these oligomers are biologically relevant to the disease process.  We 

calculated the hydrodynamic radii for each model (Table 5.2). The hydrodynamic radius of the 

spiral model (57.3 Å) gave the best estimate of the hydrodynamic radius measured by NMR 

(57.4 ± 3.4 Å) (60). On the other hand, the hydrodynamic radius estimated of the β-sheet model 

was 20 Å over the experimentally determined value. This overestimation was attributed to the 

unstructured residues 90-158 and 220-231, which contributed another 46 Å on top of the 

hydrodynamic radius of the core residues 159-219 (39.3 Å). As for the β-helix model, all 

residues from 90-231 are highly-compact and structured, and therefore the experimental 

hydrodynamic radius of the β-helix model was underestimated by 9 Å. 
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 Antibody Epitope Mapping 

 A number of strategies were used to map epitopes in the PrPSc soluble oligomer. These 

results are summarized together in Table 5.3 and discussed in turn below. 

Epitope Mapping on PrPSc Oligomers 

 Antibodies with known PrPSc oligomer binding epitopes can be used to assess the 

accessible regions on the PrPSc models, so we hypothesized that a reasonable PrPSc oligomer 

model should have such detectable epitopes exposed. PRIOC2 and PRIOC3 (215) bind 

specifically to oligomers, but not to monomeric PrPC and PrPSc amyloid fibrils. The epitopes for 

PRIOC2 and PRIOC3 are PrP residues 90-109 and 170-189, respectively. Similarly, a modified 

ELISA assay, using the antibody SAF-84 (epitope: residue 160-170) recognizes recombinant 

sheep PrP oligomers (216). The antibody V5B2 recognizes oligomers of peptides consisting of 

PrP residues 214-226 (217). Kosmač et al. later discovered that V5B2 binds to C-terminal 

truncated forms (truncated at residue 226) of both recombinant PrPC and brain-derived PrPSc 

(218), suggesting that both truncated forms of PrPC and PrPSc share the same exposed epitope at 

residues 214-226. 

 The spiral model is in overall good agreement with this set of antibodies that recognize 

the PrPSc oligomers , because the detectable epitopes are located at the N-terminus, X-loop, 

helices HB and HC, all of which are solvent exposed and thus accessible to this set of antibodies 

(Figure 5.3). The β-helix model also shares similar exposure for its X-loop, helices HB and HC, 

except for residues 90-109, which form the major the binding interface between the trimeric 

units of the β-helix. However, since the N-terminal end of the β-helix lacks a binding partner, 

residues 90-109 are thus exposed and may serve as a binding epitope for the PRIOC2 antibody. 
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The β-sheet model is extended and exposed, and thus is consistent with this set of antibody 

mapping data. 

PrPSc Inhibitory Antibodies 

 Smioneau et al. discovered that the antibody Pri303, which binds to the N-terminal 

residues 106-126, inhibits PrPSc formation (199). Another PrPSc inhibitory antibody, 95-R1, also 

binds to the N-terminal region (residues 95-123) and inhibits PrPSc conversion (219). Other than 

the N-terminal region, the helix HA and its preceding loop are also common targets for 

antibodies that clear PrPSc accumulation. Such antibodies include 6H4, D18, ICSM18, and 

ICSM19 (220–222) (Figure 5.4). These PrPSc inhibitory antibodies suggest that the N-terminus 

and the helix HA play important roles in the process of oligomerization of the PrP. This is 

reflected in both the spiral and β-helix models, in which residues of both the N-terminus and 

helix HA form intermolecular interactions with neighboring monomers. However, in the β-sheet 

model suggests that residues of helices HB and HC are primarily responsible for the 

intermolecular interactions between monomers. Therefore, these PrPSc inhibitory antibodies do 

not support the β-sheet model. 

Motif-grafted Antibodies 

 Inspired by the inhibitory antibodies, motif-grafted antibodies were generated to study the 

molecular interactions of the N-terminus and the helix HA region of PrP: mouse PrP residues 89-

112 and 136-158 were grafted to the HCDR3 region of a human recombinant antibody to 

generate the PrPSc-specific antibodies IgG(89-112) and IgG(136-158) (223). Both antibodies 

bind to both recombinant β-oligomers and fibrils (224) and precipitate PrPSc from brain-

homogenates of  scrapie-infected mice (223, 225). Determined by alanine-scanning, critical 
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grafted PrP residues for PrPSc recognition are 136-140 and 149-158 in IgG(136-158) and 98-105 

in IgG(89-112) (225) (Figure 5.5). Although the binding epitopes of the PrPSc-specific antibodies 

IgG(89-112) and IgG(136-158) are still unknown, these two antibodies suggest that the motif-

grafted residues are potentially important for PrPSc binding and oligomerization.  

 In the spiral model, residues 136-140 are part of the nonnative E4 strand, which forms an 

intermolecular strand with the nonnative N-terminal strand E1 (residues 116-119). The critical 

residues 149-158, part of the HA helix, are also in the vicinity of strands E1 and E4 (Figure 5.5). 

Therefore the oligomerization interface of the spiral model is in good agreement with the 

putative oligomerization interface indicated by these two motif-grafted antibodies. Furthermore, 

the conformations of these segments in the oligomer model are different from that in PrPC. For 

the β-helix model, the grafted residues 89-112 and 136-158 forms the intermolecular binding 

interface between the trimeric units of the β-helix model, consistent with the predicted 

oligomerization interface. According to the β-sheet model, residues outside of the core (residues 

159-219) are unlikely to play an important role in oligomerization, and therefore it is inconsistent 

with the motif-grafted antibody results. 

Discontinuous Epitopes 

 While antibody 15B3 was previously thought to detect only infectious PrPSc, Biasini et al. 

discovered that the antibody also recognizes various forms of misfolded PrP aggregates 

including noninfectious neurotoxic PrP aggregates from brain-homogenates (226–228). 

Nonetheless, this antibody is important for differentiating oligomers from soluble monomeric 

PrPC and therefore, the discontinuous epitope (residues 142-148, 162-170, and 214-226) of 15B3 

is still an important feature to consider when designing PrPSc oligomer models. The β-helix is not 
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consistent with the discontinuous epitope (Figure 5.6), because residues 142-148 are buried in 

the core of the structure, making such residues inaccessible to the antibody 15B3. The 

discontinuous epitope in the spiral model, however, forms a continuous surface that allows for 

the recognition by the 15B3 antibody (Figure 5.6B). As for the β-sheet model, it intentionally 

lacks the residues 142-148 (Figure 5.6C). 

 Antibody DRM1-31 on the other hand recognizes both PrPC and PrPSc. Peptide scanning 

indicated three PrP regions to which DRM1-31 binds (229): residues 159-165, 174-180, and 211-

218. Therefore, it is possible that the antibody DRM1-31 binds to a discontinuous epitope 

involving such residues. In the spiral model, the discontinuous epitope forms a continuous 

surface and maintains a native like conformation (Figure 5.7), consistent with the fact that 

DRM1-31 recognizes both PrPC and PrPSc. However, neither β-helix nor the β-sheet model 

preserves the native conformation of the discontinuous epitope. Thus, antibody DRM1-31 does 

not support those two models. 

Preserved Native Helices 

 The following antibodies bind to both PrPC and PrPSc fibrils: 6H4 (230), ICSM4 (231), 

94B4 (232), and 4G11 (233) at residues 144-152, 171-190, 187-194, and 199-216, respectively 

(Figure 5.8). Such antibodies that recognize native helices in both PrPC and PrPSc fibrils suggest 

that the helices are preserved in oligomeric intermediates that are precursors of PrPSc fibrils. 

Since the β-helix model does not preserve the HA helix and the β-sheet model does not have any 

helical content, this set of antibodies does not support either model. On the contrary, the spiral 

model, which preserves the bulk of the native helices HA, HB, and HC, is consistent with this set 

of antibodies. 
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 Engineered Disulfide Bonds 

 The rates of fibrillation of various PrP with engineered disulfide bonds were measured 

(106, 107) to identify regions in which dissociation or significant conformation changes are 

necessary for fibrillation to occur (Figure 5.9). Combining results from Hafner-Bratkovič et al. 

and Eghiaian et al. (Table 5.4), we have compiled a list of engineered disulfide bonds that stop or 

slow conversion, or have no effect on conversion. 

 Four of the engineered disulfide bonds that stop conversion tether the S1-HA-S2 domain 

to the HC helix, suggesting that conversion requires the S1-HA-S2 domain to detach from HC. 

Four other engineered disulfide bonds that tether residues within the S1-HA-S2 or the HB-HC 

domain slow the rate of fibrillation. One of the engineered disulfide bonds that tethers residue 

140 and 145, which are in the loop region at the N-terminus of the HA helix, had no effect on the 

rate of fibrillation. 

 In order to assess the three models, Cα-Cα distances within monomeric subunits of each 

PrPSc model were measured for pairs of residues involved in engineered disulfide bonds. We 

hypothesize that disulfide bonding a pair of residues with a long Cα-Cα distance stops 

conversion. Therefore, we expect that all residue pairs in which the engineered disulfide bonds 

stop conversion have longer Cα-Cα distances than that of residue pairs in which the engineered 

disulfide bonds either slow conversion or have no effect. 

 For the spiral model, all Cα-Cα distances of the residue pairs, in which the engineered 

disulfide bonds stop conversion, are greater than 10 Å. The other Cα distances of the remaining 

residue pairs, in which the engineered disulfide either slow fibrillation or had no effect, are all 

less than or equal to 10 Å. Therefore, this set of engineered disulfide bond data support the spiral 
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model. The β-helix model, however, does not show a clear trend of Cα-Cα distances that 

discriminates the engineered disulfide bonds that stop conversion from the others. The β-sheet 

model lacks most of the pertinent residues preventing a proper assessment. 

 Solution NMR Studies 

NMR Data on Soluble Oligomers 

 By comparing the 1H15N HSQC spectra of the native and soluble oligomers of PrP, 

Gerber et al. identified flexible residues in oligomers (60, 140). The oligomers detected are ~200 

kDa (decamers). Therefore, residues in the rigid core of oligomers have slow rotational 

reorientation, resulting in severe peak broadening and failure to detect a large number of 

resonances for residues 127-227 in the HSQC spectra. The only detectable resonances for the 

oligomer are within the narrow random coil region between 7.8 and 9.0 ppm and share 

significant overlap with the 30 resonances for the residues in the unstructured N- and C-terminal 

regions (residues 92-126 and 226-230) of the native PrPC. The presence of these visible 

resonances suggests that the N- and C- terminal residues are also unstructured in the oligomer. 

 The β-helix model is not consistent with the NMR result, because all residues 90-228 are 

structured, thus lacking a significant portion of the flexible N-terminus. While the β-sheet has 

both flexible N- and C- termini, the model has a smaller core (residues 159-219) than the core 

identified by Gerber et al. (residues 127-227). As for the spiral model, it includes a flexible N-

terminal region including residues 90-114 and 120-128 and a flexible C-terminus including 

residues 221-231. The spiral model also has structured core residues 129-220, consistent with the 
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core predicted by Gerber et al. Overall, the spiral model is more consistent with the flexible/rigid 

regions identified by this NMR data than are the β-sheet and the β-helix models. 

Solution NMR data on fibrillation 

 Kumar et al. monitored changes to the 1H15N HSQC spectra as soluble recombinant PrP 

converted into fibrils (234). While such information does not directly provide structural 

information on oligomers, it does provide insight on conformational changes to the PrP during 

conversion. The overall fast decrease in NMR peak intensities over time for residues 145-223 

suggests that most of those residues are part of the rigid core of fibrils. However, a slow decrease 

in NMR signal was observed for residues 149-151, suggesting that such residues are more 

mobile and probably more solvent-exposed than the other rigid core residues. Interestingly, 

residues 149-151 form the YYR epitope detected by a PrPSc-specific antibody (153), and 

therefore residues 149-151 are likely surface epitopes accessible to the such antibody. Residues 

149-151 are solvent exposed in both the spiral and β-sheet models, but such residues are buried 

in the core of the β-helix model. 

 The C-terminal residues 224-230 not only had a slow decrease in NMR signal, indicating 

flexibility and possibly solvent exposure, but also had changes in chemical shifts, suggesting 

structural rearrangement of the C-terminus upon fibrillation. C-terminal conformational change 

is expected since PrPC is attached to the bulky GPI anchor. Exposing the C-terminus upon 

aggregation therefore minimizes steric clashes by the bulky GPI anchor as aggregation proceeds. 

While all three models can accommodate the GPI anchor, both the spiral and β-sheet models 

have flexible C-termini undergoing conformational changes, but the β-helix model preserves the 

native conformation of the C-terminus. 
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 Residues 90-138 in the N-terminal region show a slow decrease in NMR peak intensity 

due to the inherent flexibility of the N-terminus in PrP aggregates/fibrils, but there were a few 

exceptions: more than half of the residues 99-110 displayed a fast decrease in NMR peak 

intensities similar to that of the rigid core residues, indicating that some N-terminal residues 

became less mobile upon fibrillation. As fibrillation progresses, these less mobile N-terminal 

residues might be involved in the aggregation interface and therefore became structured, 

consistent with the previous motif-grafted PrPSc-specific antibody IgG(89-112), in which critical 

PrP residues 98-105 were necessary for PrPSc-specific binding. However, according to Gerber et 

al., residues 90-126 at the N-terminus are flexible in oligomers. The reason for the discrepancies 

between the results of Gerber et al. and Kumar et al. is not clear, but the involvement of residues 

99-110 in fibrillation may have to do with the later stage of fibrillation, in which oligomers 

aggregate and form mature fibrils. 

 Exposure of PrPScResidues 

 Chemical modification is a common method in probing surface-exposed residues in PrPSc 

(37, 38, 235). Lennon et al. used tyrosine-nitration to probe for exposed residues in recombinant 

β-oligomers. In order to compare the experimental findings to the three models, solvent 

accessible surface areas (SASAs) of the relevant tyrosine residues were measured for the three 

PrPSc models and for the NMR structure of hamster PrPC (PDB: 1B10) (Figure 5.10, Table 5.5). 

We expect that the difference between PrPC and PrPSc models in side chain SASA correlates with 

the difference between PrPC and PrPSc in the intensity of nitration of the respective tyrosine 

residues. Note that the resolution of the experimental data is limited by the peptide fragments 
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produced by protease digestion. Therefore, the nitration intensity of a peptide fragment in some 

cases reflects the collective intensity of nitration of multiple tyrosine residues within the peptide 

fragment. 

 Table 5.5 compares the PrPSc models to the experimental data. The sidechain SASA 

values of the tyrosine residues in the spiral model are consistent with experiment. For the β-helix 

model, residues 225 and 226 are exposed as they are part of the C-terminus of the helix HC. 

Therefore, the exposure of these residues in the β-helix model is inconsistent with experiment. 

The β-sheet model had significant portions of the N- and C- terminus missing, but the β-sheet 

model agrees with experiment for Tyr169 and Tyr218.  

 Helices in Oligomers 

CD and FTIR measurement of secondary structure in oligomers 

 Circular dichroism (59–61) and FTIR spectroscopy (62) have been used to estimate the 

secondary structural content of oligomers. Consistent with the previous antibody mapping data, 

helical residues were detected. Vendrely et al. estimated 14% helix and 18% β-sheet in oligomers 

(consists of mouse PrP23-231), corresponding to 30 helical residues and 38 β-sheet residues per 

monomeric subunit. Depending on the deconvolution algorithm, circular dichroism data predict 

3-16% of helical residues in oligomers, corresponding to 6 - 33 helical residues in each monomer 

subunit (59). Despite large errors in deconvolution, Gerber et al. (60) and Bjorndahl et al. (61) 

estimated 28-32% helix, i.e. 40-46 helical residues per monomeric subunit, in oligomers. Table 

5.6 shows the secondary structure comparison among the experimental data and oligomer 

models. Overall, the spiral model slightly overestimates the helical content and underestimates 
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the β-sheet content (Table 5.6). The β-helix model is roughly in agreement with the experimental 

data, whereas the β-sheet model lacks helices and therefore is not supported by these 

experimental results. 

Crystal structure of a putative PrPSc monomer 

 A crystal structure of a human PrP bound to an inhibitory nanobody contains a putative 

misfolded structure with a nonnative β-strand at the N-terminus of the human PrP (53). This 

crystal structure highly resembles our MD-derived misfolded PrP structures (50–52) that we used 

to construct the spiral model. Both the crystal structure of the misfolded human PrP and our MD-

derived misfolded hamster PrP structure have the three native helices intact and a nonnative 

strand formed at the flexible N-terminus. This crystal structure supports our predictions of the 

misfolded PrP structure as the building block for nascent PrPSc oligomers, and such oligomers 

consists of misfolded PrP with most native secondary structures (such as helices) preserved. 

5.5 Conclusions 

 While major effort has been spent on building PrPSc models using structural data 

pertinent to fibrils (202, 236), the oligomer-related structural evidence is often overlooked. Here, 

we evaluated the consistency of the three prevailing PrPSc models with a focus on using 

experimental structural evidence for soluble oligomers instead of PrPSc fibrils. We have 

compared the three models to a variety of experimental data, such as hydrodynamic radii, epitope 

mapping data, engineered disulfide bond constraints, flexibility measured by NMR, residue 

exposure measured by tyrosine-nitration, and experimentally determined helix content in soluble 

oligomers. The spiral model is in good agreement with the majority of the data, while the β-helix 
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and β-sheet models are in disagreement with some critical experimental data. In particular, the β-

helix model lacks a flexible N-terminus indicated in NMR studies, and the β-sheet model does 

not preserve any native helices, putting it in disagreement with antibody mapping, CD and FTIR 

studies. For a summary of comparisons, see Table 5.7. 

 As our knowledge of soluble oligomers expands, so will our list of experimental 

structural information with which we can use to build and validate our PrPSc models. Here we 

establish the foundation for future efforts in modeling and validating the structure of PrPSc 

oligomers that are essential to our understanding of prion diseases. While experimental evidence 

suggests that the spiral model is a plausible model for nascent PrPSc oligomers, we do not 

exclude the possibility of other atomistic models that are also supported by experiments. Given 

the heterogeneity of soluble oligomers and prion strain diversity, future work is required to 

expand atomistic models such that they capture the diverse conformations of PrPSc oligomers. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of hydrodynamic radii measured for oligomers of PrPSc 

  
#subunits 

hydrodynamic 
radius (Å) 

PrP fragment 
method of 

measurement 
Reference 

Ex
p

er
im

en
ts

 

10 65 hamster 90-231 light scattering (212) 

9 66 hamster 90-232 light scattering (210) 

10 56 human 90-231 light scattering (211) 

8 60 hamster 90-231 light scattering (237) 

10 57.4 human 90-231 NMR (DOSY) (60) 

M
o

d
el

s 10 57.3 hamster 90-231 spiral model N/A 

10 85.1 hamster 90-231 β-helix model N/A 

10 48 hamster 90-231 β-sheet model N/A 
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Table 5.2 Contribution to the hydrodynamic radii by the structured and unstructured 

regions in each model 

  Models Experiment 

  β-helix Spiral β-sheet 
Gerber et al., 
2007 JBC (60) 

structured 
residues 

90-231 109-231 159-219 N/A 

structured 
Rh (Å) 

48.0 46.6 39.3 N/A 

unstructured 
residues 

N/A 90-108 
90-158, 
220-231 

N/A 

unstructured 
Rh (Å) 

N/A 10.7 45.8 N/A 

total Rh (Å) 48.0 57.3 85.1 57.4 
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Table 5.3 Summary of antibody mapping data 

      Comments for each model   

  Antibodies Epitopes β-helix Spiral β-sheet References 

Antibodies that bind to 

oligomers 

PRIOC2 90-109 

Epitopes accessible in all models 

(215) 
PRIOC3 170-189 (215) 
SAF-84 160-170 (216) 
V5B2 214-226 (217, 218) 

Motif-grafted Antibodies: 
bind to both recombinant 
oligomers and fibrils 

IgG(136-158)  
grafted PrP 
residues 137-159 Epitopes involved in 

intermolecular binding interfaces 
Epitopes not in 

model 

(223–225) 

IgG(89-112) 
grafted PrP 
residues 90-113 

(223–225) 

PrPSc-inhibitory 

Antibodies 

Pri303 106-126  

Epitopes involved in 
intermolecular binding interfaces 

Epitopes not in 
model 

(199) 
95-R1 95-123 (219) 
6H4, D18, 
ICSM18, and 
ICSM19  

around the helix 
HA (res 132-158) 

(220–222) 

Antibody with 

discontinuous epitope: 

recognize only oligomers, 
not monomers 

15B3  
residues 142-
148, 162-170, 
and 214-226 

Disontinuous 
epitopes are 

seperated 

Discontinuous 
epitopes form a 

continuous 
surface 

One of the 
epitopes not in 

model 
(228, 230) 

Antibody with 

discontinuous epitope: 

recognize both PrPC and 
PrPSc fibrils 

DRM-31 
residues 159-
165, 174-180, 
and 211-218 

Does not 
preserve 

native 
conformation 

Preserved 
native epitopes  

Does not 
preserve native 
conformation 

(229) 

Antibodies that bind to 

native helices: recognize 
both PrPC and PrPSc fibrils 

6H4 144-152 
Lack the native 

helix HA 
Preserved all 
native helices 

Loss all native 
structure 

(230) 

ICSM4 171-190 Preserved 
native helices 

HB and HC  

(231) 

94B4 187-194 (232) 

4G11 199-216 (233) 
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Table 5.4 Cα-Cα distances between residues which engineered disulfide bonds were made 

      Cα-Cα Distances (Å)   

References resA resB β-helix Spiral β-sheet Effect 

(107) 136 154 24 9 ? 

slows 
conversion 

(107) 191 196 5 6 16 

(107) 128 162 21 6 ? 

(106) 127 164 22 7 ? 

(107) 134 217 13 16 ? 

stops 
conversion 

(107) 137 212 13 15 ? 

(107) 161 213 32 13 52 

(106) 157 206 42 15 ? 

(107) 140 145 10 10 ? no effect 

 
Red cells indicate Cα-Cα distances that exceed 10 Å for disulfide engineered residue pairs that 
slow conversion. 
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Table 5.5 Percentage tyrosine sidechain SASA difference (relative to hamster PrPC) in 

spiral, β-sheet, and β-helix models 

  Difference in SASA  

Tyrosine  (PrPSc-PrPC) 

residues β-helix Spiral β-sheet 

225,226 20% -61% N/A 

149,150 40% 26% N/A 

157,162,163 168% 64% N/A 

169 31% 6% 76% 

218 558% 205% 77% 

 

Residues are sorted by PrPSc-buried (orange) and PrPSc-exposed (blue), according to 
experimental data. The red cell indicates discrepancy between the β-helix model and the 
experimental data. 
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Table 5.6 Comparison of secondary structures among oligomer models and experimental 

data 

  
Method 

percentage # of residues 
PrP construct References 

  helix β-sheet helix β-sheet 

E
x

p
e

ri
m

e
n

ts
 

FTIR 14 18 30 38 mouse PrP23-231 (62) 

CD, K2D 3 31 6 65 
mouse PrP23-231 (59) CD, 

CDSSTR 
16 31 33 65 

CD 28 N/A 40 N/A human PrP 90-231 (60) 

CD 32 20 46 29 hamster PrP90-232 (61) 

M
o

d
e

ls
 Spiral 33 13 47 19 hamster PrP90-231   

β-helix 32 28 45 40 hamster PrP90-231   

β-sheet 0 67 0 41 hamster PrP159-219   
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Table 5.7 Summary of comparisons between models and experimental data 

Experiment 

Model in agreement? 

β-helix Spiral  β-sheet 

Hydrodynamic Radius 

NMR and light scattering no yes no 
Antibody epitope mapping 

Oligomer binding antibodies yes yes yes 
Inhibitory antibodies yes yes no 
Motif-grafted antibodies yes yes no 
Discontinuous epitope no yes no 
Native helices no yes no 

Engineered disulfide bonds 

Constraints that are conversion inhibitory no yes ? 
Constraints that have no effect or slow conversion no yes ? 

NMR data 

Flexible and rigid regions in oligomers no yes no 
Flexibility and exposure at the YYR epitope no yes yes 
Structured residues in N-term: 99-110 no yes no 
Conformational changes at C-term: resi 224-230 no yes yes 

Chemical modification 

Residues exposed in PrPSc yes yes ? 
Residues buried in PrPSc no yes ? 

Helices in oligomers 

CD and FTIR of oligomers yes yes no 
Crystal structure of a misfolded PrP monomer no yes no 
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Figure 5.1 The Three models of PrPSc 

Helices and β-strands are shown in blue and red cartoon representations respectively. (A) 
Residues 90-231 of hamster PrPC. (B) Residues 90-231 of the monomer and trimer of the β-
helix model. (C) Residues 109-219 of the monomer and trimer of the spiral model. (D) 
Residues 159-219 of the hexameric β-sheet model. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of secondary structures for the native hamster PrP and oligomer 

models 

Secondary structure for the native hamster PrP, β-helix model, spiral model and the β-sheet 
model. 
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Figure 5.3 Antibodies that recognize oligomers of PrPSc 

(A) Native hamster PrPC, (B) β-helix, (C) Spiral, and (D) β-sheet models of PrPSc are shown 
with red epitopes indicating residues 90-109, 170-189, 160-170, and 214-226 recognized by 
antibodies PRIOC2, PRIOC3, SAF-84 and V5B2 respectively. 
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Figure 5.4 PrPSc inhibitory antibodies 

(A) Native hamster PrPC and (B) hexameric β-helix and (C) spiral model of PrPSc are shown 
with green epitopes indicating overlapping epitopes: residues 106-126 and 95-123 for 
antibodies Pri303 and 95-R1 respectively. Red colored regions are residues 132-158, 
representing the epitope to which PrPSc inhibitory antibodies 6H4, D18, ICSM18, and ICSM19 
bind. 
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Figure 5.5 Critical residues for PrPSc-recognition in motif-grafted antibodies 

(A) Native hamster PrPC and (B) β-helix and (C) spiral hexameric PrPSc models are displayed. 
Cyan residues indicate critical residues 98-105 for IgG(89-112) and orange residues indicate  
critical residues 136-140 and 149-158 for IgG(136-158). 
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Figure 5.6 Discontinuous epitope of 15B3 antibody 

(A) Native hamster PrPC, (B) β-helix, (C) spiral and (D) β-sheet models of PrPSc are displayed. 
Cyan (residues 142-148), purple (residues 162-170), and orange (residues 214-226) regions 
form the discontinuous epitope of the 15B3 antibody. Cartoon representation for residues 90-
108 in the spiral model are omitted for clarity purposes. 
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Figure 5.7 Discontinuous epitope of the antibody DRM1-31 

Cyan (residues 159-165), purple (residues 174-180), and orange (residues 211-218) regions 
form the discontinuous epitope of the antibody DRM1-31. (A) Native hamster PrPC NMR 
structure PDB ID: 1B10 with extended N- and C- terminal residues. (B) Monomeric unit of the 
hamster PrPSc β-helix model, residues 90-231 are shown in the figure. (C) Monomeric unit of 
the hamster PrPSc spiral model, only residues 109-219 are shown for clarity. (D) Hamster PrPSc 
β-sheet model, which has only residues 159-219 modeled. 
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Figure 5.8 Antibody mapping of native helices 

(A) Native hamster PrPC, (B) β-helix, (C) spiral and (D) β-sheet models of PrPSc are shown. 
Blue regions cover residues 144-152, 171-190, 187-194, and 199-216, which are recognized 
by antibodies 6H4, ICSM4, 94B4, and 4G11, respectively. Only residues 109-219 are shown 
for clarity for the hexameric spiral model. 
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Figure 5.9 Engineered disulfide bonds mapped on PrPSc models 

Engineered disulfide bonds for (A) spiral, (B) β-helix and (C) β-sheet models. Blue lines link 
pairs of Cα atoms of residues which engineered disulfide bonds were made. Left: disulfide 
residue pairs which stop conversion. Middle: disulfide residue pairs which slow the rate of 
fibrillation. Right: disulfide residue pairs which has no effect on the rate of fibrillation. 
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Figure 5.10 Exposure indicated by tyrosine nitration 

Exposure indicated by tyrosine nitration shown for (A) native hamster PrPC, (B) β-helix, (C) 
spiral, and (D) β-sheet models. PrPSc-exposed residues 149, 150, 157, 162, 163, 169, and 218 
are colored in red and PrPSc-buried residues 225 and 226 are colored in blue. Only residues 
109-219 are shown for clarity of the hexameric spiral model. 
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Chapter 6 

MODEL SYSTEM FOR PRION PROPAGATION 

6.1 Summary 

 After performing simulations on the human membrane-bound PrPC (Chapter 4), the 

bovine PrP at low pH (Chapter 3), and validating the spiral model with current experimental data 

on soluble oligomers (Chapter 5), I have constructed a system to study the PrPSc-induced 

structural changes on PrPC. In this system, the membrane-bound human PrPC construct was 

based on the system from Chapter 4, except that the membrane was extended from 335 lipid 

molecules to 719 lipid molecules. Such extended membrane was large enough to accommodate a 

hexameric bovine PrPSc spiral model, which was constructed with the low pH misfolded 

structure from Chapter 3. The goal of simulating this large and complex system (> 277,000 

atoms) is to identify the molecular mechanism of PrPSc-induced misfolding in a membrane 

environment. Albeit the limited time scale of our simulations (a triplicate of 22 ns simulations), 

we have observed conformational changes in PrPC, and also consistent, significant disruption of 

the POPC membrane as a result of the bovine hexamer binding to the membrane surface. Our 

results confirm previous experimental findings on the membrane-binding affinity of the PrPSc 

oligomer and provide an explanation to the misfolding mechanism in a membrane environment. 

This work serves as the steppingstone for future studies on PrPSc-induced misfolding in a 

membrane environment. 
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6.2 Material and Methods 

 Hexameric bovine spiral model for bovine PrPSc  

 The bovine hexameric spiral model was constructed with the low pH misfolded structure 

at 32.6 ns of simulation 3 in Chapter 3. The oligomer model was constructed using previously 

described methods (51, 52). Briefly, the E1 strand of every monomer was docked to its adjacent 

neighbor’s E4 strand, resulting in 120o turn per monomer and 10 Å raise for every monomer 

added. The intermolecular backbone hydrogen bonds between E1 and E4 strands were then 

constrained using a flat-bottom well potential energy function and molecular dynamics was 

performed to allow for equilibration of the oligomer model in water at 310K. Simulation with 

constraints was performed for 32 ns and then the constraints were released for a final 10 ns of 

simulation to ensure that the flat-bottom well potential did not result in an unstable oligomer 

model. The 37.9 ns structure of the oligomer was then used as a docking structure for building 

the PrPC + PrPSc system. 

 Membrane extension and periodic box for simulation 

 In Chapter 4, the POPC lipid bilayer consists of 335 lipid molecules with a periodic box 

of the following dimension: 94 × 98 × 147 Å. In order to accommodate for the bovine PrPSc with 

at least 20 Å buffer from the edges of the periodic box in MD simulation, the 335 lipid bilayer 

was extended to 719 lipid molecules. Extension was done by repeating the lipid molecules along 

the x and z axes as a periodic box would. The periodic box dimension for the PrPC + PrPSc 

system was x (width) = 121.4 Å, y (height) = 139.2 Å, z (length) = 163.6 Å, where the 

membrane was extended along the x-z plane.  
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 MD simulation of the PrPC + PrPSc system 

The design of the PrPC + PrPSc system was done such that the E4 region of the PrPC is in 

contact with the E1 strand of the PrPSc oligomer and that the PrPSc is in contact with the 

membrane surface. It is important to place PrPSc in contact with the membrane, because previous 

experiments have shown that exogenous PrPSc are incapable of converting membrane-bound 

PrPC, but by fusing PrPSc and PrPC both to the same membrane surface, misfolding and 

aggregation was observed (187). 

The membrane-bound human PrPC, POPC lipid bilayer, glycans, GPI anchor were 

derived from the low pH membrane-bound PrPC simulation in Chapter 4. The E1 strand of the 

bovine PrPSc was manually docked to the E4 region of the membrane-bound PrPC. Multiple 

docking attempts were made to minimize the steric clashes between bovine PrPSc and the 

membrane. Solvation was then performed on the PrPC + PrPSc system; 54830 water molecules 

were added to the system. Water density was set at 0.993 g/cm3 for simulation at 310K. After 

solvation, a series of minimizations were performed: 1) 1000 steps of minimization was 

performed on the entire system; 2) 500 steps of minimization performed on the hydrophobic tail 

of the GPI anchor; 3) 2500 steps of minimization was performed on water molecules only; 4) 

3000 steps of minimization was performed on water molecules and lipid molecules.  After these 

minimization steps, a series of dynamics, followed by energy minimization, were performed. 1) 

water and lipid dynamics were performed for 5 ps followed by 500 steps of minimization of the 

entire system; 2) 10 ps of water and lipid dynamics were performed followed by 1000 steps of 

minimization of the entire system. After performing dynamics on lipid and water molecules, a 

triplicate of 22 ns MD simulation was performed at 310K. 
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 Membrane Analyses 

 In order to study the membrane properties, the membrane was split into bins such that 

each bin has on average 4 lipid molecules for both upper and lower leaflets of the membrane. 

Each bin has the following dimension: x = 13.5 Å and z = 16.4 Å. Given that there are 719 lipid 

molecules in the system, the membrane was divided into 90 bins with 10 bins along the z-axis 

and 9 bins along the x-axis (Figure 1.1). Membrane properties were calculated for each bin. 

Membrane properties include: 1) membrane height, which is the difference between the average 

y-coordinates of the phosphorus atom of the upper lipid molecules and the y-coordinate of the 

phosphorus atom of the GPI anchor, 2) membrane thickness, which is the average distance 

between the phosphorus atoms between upper and lower membrane lipid molecules; 3) lipid 

separation, which is the minimal y-coordinate difference between atoms of the top and bottom 

lipid molecules, and 4) membrane contacts with bovine PrPSc and PrPC. 

 The void volume of the membrane was calculated for bins that have lipid separation > 4 

Å, because such lipid separation indicates loss of contact between the upper and lower lipids, and 

therefore indicates the presence of a void volume in the bin. Void volume was calculated by 

multiplying the lipid separation distance by the dimensions of the bin.  

 In order to obtain a rough baseline for normal membrane dynamics without the disruption 

caused by the PrPSc, I used the low pH membrane-bound human PrPC simulations from Chapter 

4 as a control for the membrane dynamics and properties. For the control simulations, membrane 

analysis was done by splitting the membrane into 42 bins, with 6 bins along the z-axis and 7 bins 

along the x-axis (Figure 1.1). Dimension of the bin is the same as that of the PrPC + PrPSc 

system. 
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 Definition of atomic contacts 

 In order to qualify as a contact, a pair of carbon atoms must be less than 5.4 Å apart and 

for carbon-noncarbon contacts and noncarbon-noncarbon contacts, the two atoms must be less 

than 4.6 Å apart. Hydrogen atoms were not considered in measuring atomic contacts. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

 Monitoring conformational changes in simulations with Cα RMSD 

 Cα RMSD was used to monitor structural changes of proteins in simulations. The 

increasing overall Cα RMSD (Figure 6.2) indicates that protein dynamics have yet to reach 

equilibrium by the end of simulations. The overall Cα RMSD ranged from ~4 Å - 6 Å by the end 

of 22 ns of the simulations. Cα RMSD of the human PrPC and the bovine hexamer were also 

monitored separately. The Cα RMSD for the bovine hexamer was stable and reached equilibrium 

at around 3 Å (Figure 6.2). The stability of the bovine hexamer was expected since the starting 

structure of the oligomer was an MD-derived structure (see methods for details on preparation of 

the oligomer model). On the other hand, the structured globular domain (residues 128-228) of the 

human PrPC was disrupted in simulation 3. Previously in Chapter 4, we have shown that the 

membrane-bound PrPC is stable and the average globular domain Cα RMSD was no more than 2 

Å. Here we show that in simulations 3, the structured globular domain of human PrPC underwent 

noticeable conformational change (Figure 6.4). Cα RMSD by atom indicated regions in which 

large conformational changes were observed. In simulation 3, high Cα RMSD regions include 

residues 142-146 (E4 region), 191-197 (Loop between helices HB and HC), and 224-228 (C-

terminal of helix HC). 
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 Contacts between bovine PrPSc and membrane-bound human PrPC 

 In order to further understand conformational changes observed in the membrane-bound 

PrPC, contact analyses between human PrPC and the bovine PrPSc were performed (Figure 6.3). 

At the starting structure, there were 181 atomic contacts between the human PrPC and the bovine 

PrPSc. While both simulation 1 and 2 had relatively steady number of contacts, simulation 3 

reached >400 contacts within the first 2 ns and the contacts dropped down to 275 contacts by the 

end of the simulation. Major regions involved in intermolecular interactions of PrPC and PrPSc 

were helix HA and E4 in PrPC, and helix HB, strands E1, S1 and S2 in PrPSc. Direct contacts 

between PrPSc and PrPC may explain the regions in which high Cα RMSD were observed. 

However, I also hypothesize that drastic membrane dynamics may also contribute to the bending 

of C-terminus of helix HC, given that the C-terminal is linked to the GPI anchor, which is 

embedded in the membrane (Figure 6.4). 

 Membrane disruption induced by PrPSc 

 Low pH membrane-bound human PrPC simulations from Chapter 4 served as a control 

for the membrane dynamics and properties (Figure 6.5). Membrane height of the control 

simulations were slightly positive, indicating that lipids tended to be positioned slightly higher 

than the GPI anchor did. The average membrane thickness of control simulations was 38 Å 

(Table 3.1). The membrane-bound PrPC formed some contacts on the membrane surface without 

causing significant disruption on the membrane height or thickness. 

 On the other hand, the membrane of the PrPC + PrPSc system was affected by PrPSc. 

Membranes of all three simulations of the PrPC + PrPSc system consistently had decreased 
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membrane height for the region to which PrPSc bound (Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, and Figure 6.8). 

Other than the consistent reduction of membrane height, the thickness of the membrane by the 

end of the simulations were on average 48 Å (Table 3.1), which is 10 Å greater than that of the 

control simulations. The thickness of the membrane increased significantly at the lower-right 

area of the membrane, which is adjacent to the PrPSc. Membrane thickness by the end of the 

simulation was >70 Å at the lower right area of the membrane, thus indicating a void volume in 

the membrane. The void volume of the membrane was further analyzed by measuring the 

separation of the upper and lower lipid molecules (Table 6.2). By the end of the simulations, 

lipid molecules were separated by ~12 Å across 8-10 bins, resulting in a pocket roughly ~20000 

Å3. Contacts between the PrPSc and the membrane increased over time. In the beginning, there 

were a total of 1000 atomic contacts between PrPSc and the membrane, but by the end of the 

simulation, the number of atomic contacts increased by ~500 in both simulation 1 and 3, and by 

> 300 in simulation 2 (Table 3.1). It was interesting to observe that, despite the large increase in 

membrane contacts, the conformation of PrPSc was stable by the end of the simulation as 

indicated by Cα RMSD (Figure 6.2). 

 The significant disruption of the membrane in all three simulations of the PrPC + PrPSc 

system was in agreement with experimental findings: although PrPC have weak binding affinity 

to small unilaminar vesicles, the PrPSc oligomer binds strongly to such vesicles and depending on 

the type of lipid molecule, the PrPSc oligomer may affect the membrane integrity, thus causing 

pores and leakage of such vesicles (238). PrPSc is known to bind to planar lipid membranes at a 

higher affinity than PrPC do (239). Screening of electrostatic interaction by NaCl has been shown 

to significantly reduce membrane binding for both PrPC and PrPSc, suggesting that salt bridges 
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are crucial to membrane interactions (239). Each PrPSc monomer carries 19 positively charged 

residues, allowing significant contacts with the membrane anionic phosphate groups. The 

interactions of the PrPSc and the membrane not only affected the membrane integrity, but also 

caused drastic changes in the membrane height which may contribute to the bending of the helix 

HC at the C-terminal of the PrPC, especially since the C-terminal of PrPC is tethered to the 

membrane via a GPI anchor. Such membrane dynamics may facilitate misfolding of the PrPC. 
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Table 6.1 Average values for control and PrPC+PrPSc simulations 

Simulation 
Membrane height 

(Å) 
Membrane 

thickness (Å) 
Number of PrPC 

contacts 
Number of PrPSc 

contacts 

C
o

n
tr

o
l  

(4
0-

80
n

s)
 1 4.6 ± 2.3 37.6 ± 2.7 29 ± 11 N/A 

2 3.4 ± 2.3 37.6 ± 2.3 29 ± 18 N/A 

3 2.9 ± 2.3 37.7 ± 2.3 37 ± 16 N/A 

P
rP

C
+P

rP
Sc

 
(2

0-
22

n
s)

 1 -2.6 ± 8.7 48.1 ± 8.6 65 ± 12 1481 ± 64 

2 -13.1 ± 8.2 48.2 ± 10 90 ± 12 1357 ± 52 

3 -14.1 ± 10.7 48.1 ± 9.6 115 ± 16 1522 ± 51 
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Table 6.2 Lipid separation and void volume calculated for last 2 ns of the simulations 

Simulation 
Number 
of bins  
> 4 Å 

Average lipid 
separation 

(Å) 

Void 
volume 

(Å3) 

1 8 11.7 19923 

2 10 11.8 25227 

3 8 12.6 21081 
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Figure 6.1 Binning and calculation of membrane properties  

Left: PrPC + PrPSc simulation. Right: Control simulation (membrane-bound human PrPC 
simulation from Chapter 4) Top and side view of the membranes are shown (proteins and 
glycans excluded). The tables at the bottom serve as an example to show how membrane 
properties (in this case being membrane thickness) were calculated for each bin. 
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Figure 6.2 Cα RMSDs for proteins, bovine PrPSc and structured globular domain of PrPC 

Cα RMSDs were measured for all proteins, bovine PrPSc and residues 128-228 of the human 
membrane-bound PrPC. 
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Figure 6.3 Contacts between PrPC and PrPSc  

Total contacts were measured between PrPC and PrPSc. 
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Figure 6.4 Simulation 3 of PrPC + PrPSc system 

Snapshots of the simulations are shown on the left panel. PrPC is represented with cartoon 
ribbons. The PrPSc and the membrane are shown as mesh. Residues 220-224 are colored in red to 
show the region of helix HC that became bent at ~10 ns. Also notice the significant changes in 
the membrane topology and the formation of a void volume at the lower right corner of the 
membrane. Right panel shows the loss of the native backbone hydrogen bond at around 10 ns. 
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Figure 6.5 Membrane properties for control simulations 

Membrane height, thickness and contacts with PrPC were measured for every bin at 10 ns 
granularity. The subsequent figures also share the same color scale. 
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Figure 6.6 Membrane properties for simulation 1 

Color scale is the same as that in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.7 Membrane properties for simulation 2 

Color scale is the same as that in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.8 Membrane properties for simulation 3 

Color scale is the same as that in Figure 6.6. 
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